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CURRENT ESTIMATES
FROM THE HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
Mary IL Wilder, Division of Hsalth Ini%rview Statistics
INTRODUCTION
National provisional estimates of the basic
health variables collected in the 1970 Health h-
terview Survey of the civilian, noninstitutional
population are presented in this report. While
the detailed tables in this report contain data by
age and sex categories, later reports will present
more detailed analysis of similar data by addi-
tional selected demographic variables. The text
tables present data for 1968 and 1969 as well as
for 1970; however, the discussion is limited to
changes occurring in 1970 since the previous re-
port (Current Estimates, Series 10, No. 63) com-
pares the 1968 and 1969 data.
HIGHLIGHTS FOR THE PERIOD
Acute Conditions
Approximately 203.4 acute conditions per 100
persons per year were reported in 1970; the rate
of 200.8 for 1969 was comparable (table A). These
rates were based on estimates of 406.5 million
acute conditions in 1970 and 396.5 million acute
conditions in 1969. Acute conditions are those ill-
nesses and injuries which had their onset in the
2 weeks prior to the interview week and for which
the person either sought medical attention or had
1 day or more Qfrestricted ac,tivi~. Although there
was no marked increase in the overall incidence
of acute conditions between the 2 years, the in-
cidence of acute injuries increased from 25.5 in-
juries per 100 persons in 1969 to 29.6 injuries
per 100 persons in 1970. Injuries among females
were primarily responsible for this increase
(table 1).
Generally, no change occurred in the rates of
restricted activity and bed disability days asso-
ciated with acute conditions from 1969 to 1970.
However, work-loss days for the currently em-
ployed population increased from 347.7 days per
100 persons in 1969 to 378.0 days per persons
in 1970. Most of this increase was among female
workers who lost time as a result of acute res-
piratory conditions and injuries. Children 6-16
years of age lost fewer days from school as the
result of acute conditions in 1970 than in 1969
with the rate dropping from 490.6 days per 100
children to 426.8 days per 100 children.
The above-mentioned increase in the inci-
dence of acute injuries was also reflected in a
13.4 percent increase in the number of persons
injured with a rate of 28.0 persons injured per
100 persons in 1970. This increase was caused
primarily by accidents occurring in places other
than in the home, at work, or in moving motor
vehicles. In general, for the “person injured”
measure a person is counted only once for each
accident regardless of the number of injuries sus-
tained, whereas each separate injury is counted
in the incidence of acute injuries. Detailed data
on acute conditions and associated disability days
may be found in tables 1-8 and 10-12. Data on
acute conditions are to be shown in more detail
for July 1969-June 1970 in Series 10, No. 77.
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Disability
Table B summarizes days of disability and
limitation of activity for 1968, 1969, and 1970.
Disability refers to any temporary or long-term
reduction of a person’s activity due to acute or
chronic conditions. Restricted activity, bed dis-
ability, work-loss days, and school-loss days are
reported in the health interview in association with
specific acute and chronic conditions. Since it is
possible for a particular day of disability to be
attributed to more than one condition, the person-
day measure counts each day of disability only
once regardless of the number of conditions caus-
ing disability on that day. A day of restricted ac-
tivity is one on which a person substantially re-
duces his normal activity for the whole day due to
an illness or injury. Each day spent in bed for all
or most of the day is also counted as a day of
restricted activity, but the converse is not neces-
sarily true. Similarly, each day lost from work or
school is a day of restricted activity.
An estimated 14.6 days of restricted activity
per person was reported in 1970. Each person
had an average of 6.1 bed days in 1970. Approxi-
mately 5.4 days were lost from work for each
Table A. Incidence of acute conditions, associated disability days, and persons
injured: United States, 1968-1970
All acute conditions ----------------.------------
Infective and parasitic diseases -----------------------
Respiratory conditions ---------------------------------
Upper respiratory conditions -------------------------
Influenza --------------------------------------------
Other respiratory conditions -------------------------
Digestive system conditions -------- --------------------
Injuries ---..--....---------.--------------------------
All other acute conditions -----------------------------
Days of disability associated with acute conditions
Restricted activity days-------------------------------
Bed days--------........--------........-------- -------
Work-1oss days (ages 17 years and over)l ---------------
School-loss days (ages 6-16 years)---------------------
All classes of accident ------- -------------------
Moving motor vehicle ----..------------------------------
While at work ------------------------------------------
Home --------------.--------- ------------------------ ---
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per 100 persons per year








lFor currently employed population.
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Work-lass days (ages 17 years and over)l---------------
School-1ossdays (ages 6-16 years)---------------------
Limitation of activity due to chronic conditions
Limited in all activity--------------------------------
Limited in major activity------------------------------
No limitation of activity------------------------------














For currently employed population.
Table C. Selected measures of health care utilization: United States, 1968-1970
Hospitalization
Number of discharges per 100 persons per year ----------
Average length of stay in days-------------------------
Percent of persons with 1 hospital episode or more-----
Average number of days per person with 1 hospital
episode or more-------------------------------------
Dental visits
Number per person per year-----------------------------
Percent of persons with visits in past year------------
Physician visim
Number per person per year-----------------------------












currently employed person 17 years of age and
over. While the overall rate for restricted activity,
bed days, and work loss are comparable to the
1969 levels, females averaged more work loss
in 1970 (5.9 days) than in 1969 (5.2 days). Chil-
dren 6-16 years lost less time from school
due to illness and injury in 1970 than in 1969;
the rate of school-loss days for 1970 was 4.9
days per child compared with 5.4 days in 1969.
This decrease was primarily among females.
Detailed data for person days of disability are
shown in tables 16 and 17.
During 1970 approximately 23.6 million per-
sons representing 11.8 percent of the civilian,
noninstitutional population had some degree of
limitation of activity as the result of one chronic
condition or more. This estimate included 8.9
percent who were limited in their major activity
(working, keeping house, or going to school). Limi-
tation of activity is a measure of long-term re-
duction in activity resulting from chronic disease
or impairment and is defined as inability to
carry on the usual activity for one’s age-sex
group, such as working, keeping house, or going
to school, restriction in the amount or kind of
usual activity, or restriction in relation to other
activities (civic, church, or recreation). The
proportion of the population with limitation
of activity was approximately the same in both
1970 and 1969. Detailed information on activity
limitation is shown in table 9.
Utilization of Medical Services
Table C summarizes measures of health
services collected during the latest 3 years of
the Health Interview Survey for which data are
available.
The number of discharges from short-stay
hospitals was 13.3 per 100 persons reported in
1970. The rate of discharges in 1970 was about
the same as that in 1969, and there was little
change within age groups in the rate of hospitali-
zation. The average length of stay remained about
the same in 1970—an estimated 8.6 days for both
sexes, 10.0 days for males, and 7.6 days for fe-
males. However, among persons 65 years and over
the average length of stay dropped from 14.9 days
in 1969 to 13.1 days in 1970.
About 10.3 percent of the population had one
hospital episode or more during the y&ar, the same
rate as during the previous year. The majority
of these persons had only one hospitalization dur-
ing the year. The average number of days in the
hospital for persons with one episode or more
was 10.0 days. Females generally averaged fewer
days than did males. Detailed data on hospitali-
zations may be found in tables 13-15.
An estimated 303.6 million visits to dentists
were made by the civilian, noninstitutional popu-
lation in 1970. This was an average of 1.5 visits
per person during the year. While the average
number of dental visits per person remained the
same as in 1969, the percent of the population
who saw a dentist within a year prior to the inter-
view increased from 45.0 percent to 46.8 percent in
1970. About 12.7 percent of the population had
never seen a dentist, with the figures ranging from
34.5 for children under 17 to 0.9 for persons
45-64 years of age (table 19).
During 1970 an estimated 926.9 million
visits were made to physicians. These included
visits to doctors’ offices, hospital emergency
rooms or outpatient clinics, and industrial and
school clinics, home calls, and telephone calls
but excluded physicians seen by a’ hospital in-
patient. This was an average of 4.6 “visits per
person during 1970 as compared with 4.3 visits
per person in the previous year. As in earlier
years, the number of visits per person generally
increased with advancing age.
Approximately 71.9 percent of the population
consulted a physician during the 12 months prior
to interview in 1970—a slight increase from1969.
Proportionately more females saw physicians
during the year preceding the time of interview
than did males. Detailed physician visit data are
shown in tables 20 and 21.
Seasonal Variation
Tables 22-24 and figures 1-3 show quarterly
estimates for incidence of acute conditions, per-
sons injured, and disability days. The patterns by
quarter for incidence of acute conditions and
rates of disability days are essentially the same
in 1970 as in the previous year. However, the
number of persons injured per 100 persons by
quarter was slightly higher for 1970 than for the
corresponding quarter in 1969. This was due to
the higher rate each quarter for females.
CONTENTS OF 1971 QUESTIONNAIRE
1 limi -Data on incidence of acute conditions,
tation of activity, persons injured, hospitalization,
disability days, dental visits, and physician visits
are now collected yearly in the Health Interview
Survey and are shown in this publication. A list
of the publications containing detailed data on these
items for previous years is shown at the end of
the text of this publication. Periodic reports up-
date data on these health topics and selected
unpublished data are also available upon request.
Chronic condition data resulting in activity
limitation is collected in the survey each year.
Procedure used to collect information on the
prevalence of chronic respiratory conditions is
similar to that used for the digestive system in
1968 and the musculoskeletal system in 1969
(see question 16 of questionnaire in appendix III).
Other new data collected on the 1970 ques-
tionnaire included information on the smoking
experience of persons 17 years of age and over,
data on health insurance and Medicare coverage
(first and fourth quarters of 1970), and the volume
of medical and dental X-ray visits, including place
of visit and area of body exposure (second and
third quarter). Again, recent publications contain-
ing detailed data on these supplementary items
are shown at the end of the text of this publication.
Demographic items collected during 1970, in
addition to age and sex shown in this publication,
are race, family relationship, marital status,
usual activity status, education, veteran status,
current employment status, industry and occupa-
tion, family income, and place of residence
(metropolitan or nonmetropolitan area and geo-
graphic region).
1The present report is the second in this series to use the
Eighth Revision of the International Classification of Diseases,
Adapted (lCDA), in the classification of conditions resulting in
illneis, hospitalization, physician visits, etc. This provides data
comparable to that collected in 1969, and as long as broad
conditions group are used the categories are generally
comparable to earlier years. For a discussion of the major
changes in the ICDA and the impact on Health Interview
Survey data, see appendix 111, Series 10, No. 69.
SOURCE AND LIMITATIONS
OF THE DATA
The information from the Health Interview
Survey presented in this report is based on data
collected in a continuing nationwide survey con-
ducted by household interview. Each week a
probability sample of households is interviewed
by trained personnel of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census to obtain information about the health and
other characteristics of each member of the
household in the civilian, noninstitutional popula-
tion of the United States. During 1970 data were
collected for 45 of the 52-week period. The first
quarter contained a sample reduction of 7 weeks
due to budgetary restrictions, whereas the re-
maining quarters each contained the full 13 weeks.
During the 45 weeks in 1970 the sample was com-
posed of approximately 37,000 households con-
taining about 116,000 persons living at the time of
the interview. Comparability with previous annual
estimates are not affected by the reduced sample
since the weighting procedure employed by the
Health Interview Survey adjusts for the missing
weeks, although the sampling errors are slightly
higher in 1970 (see statement on adjustment of
relative sampling error in appendix I).
A description of the design of the survey,
the methods used in estimation, and general quali-
fications of the data obtained from surveys is
presented in appendix I. Since the estimates
shown in this report are based on a sample of
the population, they are subject to sampling er-
ror. Therefore particular attention should be paid
to the section entitled “Reliability of Estimates.”
Sampling errors for most of the estimates are
of relatively low magnitude. However, where an
estimated number or the numerator or denomi-
nator of a rate or percentage is small, the samp-
ling error may be high. Charts of relative samp-
ling errors and instructions for their use are
shown in appendix I.
Certain terms used in this report are defined
in appendix II. Some of the terms have specified
meanings for the purpose of the survey. For
example, estimates of the incidence of acute
conditions include, with certain exceptions, those
conditions which had started within 2 weeks and
which involved either medical attention or re-
stricted activity. The exceptions, which are listed
5
in appendix H, are certain conditions such as
heart trouble and diabetes which are always con-
sidered to be chronic regardless of duration or
onset.
Estimates of the number of disability days
associated with acute conditions are derived from
the number of days of disability experienced dur-
ing the 2-week period prior to the week of inter-
view and include all such days reported even if
the acute condition causing the disability had its
onset prior to the 2-week period. Disability days
associated wtih acute conditions are recorded
on a condition basis. If an individual reports more
than one illness or injury on the same day, the
count of disability days will exceed the actual
number of days disabled, i.e., person-days of
disability.
Appendix III contains the questionnaire used
in the interview. Also shown are the cards used
by the interviewer in asking certain questions.







Types of Injuries, Incidence and Associated
Disability, United States, July 1965-June 1967
Persons Injured and Disability Days Due to












Changes in Cigarette Smoking Habits Be-
tween 1955 and 1966
Chronic Conditions and Limitations of Activity
and Mobility, United States, July 1965-June
1967
Current Estimates from the Health Interview
Survey, United States, 1969
Persons Hospitalized by Number of Hospital
Episodes and Days in a Year, United States,
1968
Hospital and Surgical Insurance Coverage,
United States, 1968
Disability Days, United States, 196R
Work Injuries Among Blue-Collar Workers
and Disability Days, United States, July 1966-
June 1967
Acute Conditions, Incidence and Associated
Disability, United States, July 1968-June 1969
Physician Visits —Volume and Interval Since
Last Visit, United States, 1969
Dental Visits—Volume and Interval Since Last
Visit, United States, 1969
Acute Conditions. Incidence and Associated
Disability, United ”States, July 1969-June 1970
Population Exposure to X-rays, United Stites,
1965, PHS Publication No. 1519
000
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TABLE 1. INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS, PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, AND NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1970
[Data are based on household intewiwm of the civiIian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qu.slificatio”s, and information cm the reliability of the




SEXES II MALE I FEMALE
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BOTH
SEXES IIMALE FEMALEII I
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COMMON CHI LOHOOO 01 SEASE S--—----
THE VIRUS, N.O.S.----—----—----
OTHER INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC





























































OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------- 5.9
DENTAL CONO I T 10 NS----——--—----







































































AND STRA IN S-—— —------------—
FRACTURES AND DISLOCATIONS-——
SPRAINS AND STRAINS——----—--
OPEN WOUNDS ANO LACERATIONS--——
CONTUSIONS AND SUPERFICIAL











































ALL OTHER ACUTE CONDITIONS---—---- 16.2
OISEASES OF THE EAR———--—--
HEAOACHES------—------— --------
GENITOURINARY OISORDERS—----—--
DELIVERIES AND OISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM--—
OISEASES OF THE SKIN -------------
OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM—----——--—------—----











































NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR FIEOItAL
ATTENTION.
N.o. S. --NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIED; N. E.C. --NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
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TABLE 2. INCIOENCE OF AcuTE COnditiOnS AND NUMBER OF AcuTE CONOITIONS PER 100 PERSONS pER YEAR, BY AGE,
SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1970
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability
of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix III
SEX ANO CONOITION GROUP
UNDER 45
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YEARS
AGES YEAR S YEARS YEARS .S OVER
II I I I
NUMBER OF ACUTE CONDITIONS PER
100 PERSONS PER YEAR
INCIDENCE OF ACUTE CONDITIONS
BOTH SEXES IN THOUSANOS

















































































































































































































































































































NOTE: EXCLUOEO FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CONDITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEDICAL
ATTENTION.
TAti LE 3. lJAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED wITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS OF RESTPICTEO ACTIVITY PER 100
PERs(JNS PkR YEAR, $6Y SEX AND cDNDITION GROUP: uNITED STATES, 1970
[Data am based an household interviews of tk civilian, noninstitutional population. ‘The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the reliability of
the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix ‘II]
CUNDI T ION GROUP =li=l=
DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
IN THOUSANDS
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL ACUTE CONOITIUNS ---------
INFiiCTiVE AND PARASITIC DISEASES---
CUMNO:4 CHJLOHOCIL3 LIISEASkS --------
THk VIRUS, N.O.S -----------------
OTHtR INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASE S------------------------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -------------








CITHEF. RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
PNEUNONIA------------------—--
BROPJCH I T I S---------------------
OTHER RESPIF!ATOP.Y CLlr4DITIONS---
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CEINDITIONS --------
12ENIJL 1. Clf/lJI T113iJs ----------------








FP.ACTURES AFJD OISLLICATIUNS -----
SPKAINS aND STRAIN S ------------
OPEN NOL!NDS AND LACERATIONS ------
CUNTUSIOPJ5 ANO SUPERFICIAL
INJuRIES ------------------------
uTHEP LUP. LEfJT I’iJURIES-----——--
ALL lJ~HtF ALuTE CUfJIJITIlli#’;---------
uISEA5ES LIF THE E AR--------------
lHkACALti ES------------------------
GENIT!JURINAFY OISORLIERS ----------
DELIVERIES 4NII ,OISURDERS UF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUEI?PERIUM----
UISEASES LJF THE sKl N------------
DISEASES L!F THE MUSCULQSKELETAL
SYSTEM --------------------------
ALL UTHEI? ACUTE CIJNIJI TIOfJS -------

































































































































































































:ICITE: iJ.u.s.--NuT OTHERWISE SPEclFIEO; N.E.c.--N0T ELSEwHERE CLASSIFIED.
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TABLE 4. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CDNOITIONS ANO DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS
PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONOiTION GR13UP: UNITEO STATES, 1970
[Data are based onho.sehold interviews of thec,vilian, noninstitutional population. Thesurvey design, general qualifications, andinformation onthereliabilit.j c.f




OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY
==1=1‘EMALE
DAYS OF BED DISABILITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEARIN THOUSANOS












INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES--- 94,431 49,441 47.3 47.7
COMMON CHILOHOOO OISEASES --------
THE VIRUS, N. O. S -----------------
OTHER INFECTIVE ANu PARASITIC













RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ------------- 409,433 243,969 204.9 235.5
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
COMMON COLA --------------------
OTHER UPPER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT IONS--— ----------------




OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----
PNEuMONIA--—------— ----------
































































OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS -------- 45,293 26,464 22.7 25.5
OENTAL CONDITIONS ----------------
























INJ UR I ES--------------------------- 98,751 51,822 49.4 50.0
FRACTURES, DISLOCATIONS, SPRAINS,
ANO STRAINS ---------------------
FRACTURES ANO DISLOCATIONS -----
SPRAINS ANO STRAINs ------------
OPEN WOUNDS ANO LACERATIONS ------
CONTUSIONS ANO SUPERFICIAL
lNJUR I ES------------------------







































77.5ALL OTHER ACUTE CON OITIONS---—---– 109,669 80,272 54.9
OISEASES OF THE EAR--------------
HEAOACHES------------— ----------
GENITOURINARY OISOROERS ----------
OELIVERIES ANO DISOROERS OF
PREGNANCY ANO THE PUERPERIUM----
OISEASES OF THE SK I N-------------
OISEASES OF THE MUSCULOSKELETAL
SYSTEM------—------------—----











































NOTE: N. O. S.--NOT OTHERWISE SPECIFIEO; N. E. C.--NOT ELSEWHERE CLASSIFIED.
1.0
TABLE 5. DAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATED HITII ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100
PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1970
[Data are basedon household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. Tbe survey design, general q.alifications,and information on the reIiabiIit,y of the
estimates rme given in appendix I. Definitions of terms aregiven inappendix Ii]
ZlEEz3z
OAYS OF Restricted ACTIVITY IN THOUSANOS
SEX ANO CUNOITION GROUP
I
OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY
PER 100 PERSONS PER YEARWITH SEXES




















































































































































































































































































































TABLE 6. DAYS OF BEO DISABILITY ASSOCIATE wITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO OAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS
YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONOITION GROUP:
PER
UN ITEO STATES, 1970
[Dd~ ~m based on bousebold int-iews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The SWWY design, generaI qualifications, and iuformaticm on the reliability of the
estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions ofta.ms are given in appendix II]
UNOER
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 YgiRS
AGES YEARS YEARS YEARS C OVER
UNOER
ALL 6 6-16 17-44 Y: iR S
AGES YEAR S YEARS YEARS .S OVERSEX AND CCINOITION GROUP
OAYS OF BEO DISABILITY PER
100 PERSONS PER YEARBOTH SEXES OAYS OF 8E0 DISABILITY IN THOUSANOS




























































































COND IT IONS -----------
INFLUENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY
CONO IT IO NO-----------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM































ALL ACUTE CIJNOITtONS- 317.5
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC
DISEASE S----------------


























































































































IN FL UENZA -------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY























































TABLE 7. UAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL ASSOCIATE WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS AND OAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER 100
CHILDREN {6-16 YEARS) PER YEAR, BY SEX AND CONOITION GROUP: UNITED STATES, 1970
[Data are based cm household interviews of the civilian, norhstitutkmwl population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
onthe reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions oftecms are given in appendixn]
BOTH
CONOITION GROUP SEXES MALE FEMALE
DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL
IN THOUSANDS
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------- I 192,161
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC i71SEASES --------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS— ----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ----------
INFLuENZA -----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITICINS ----------
DIGESTIVE SYSTEM CUNOITIUNS -------------
INJURIES --------------------------------




























DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER





























TABLE 8. DAYS LOST FROM WURK ASSOCIATED WITH ACUTE CONDITIONS ANO DAYS LOST FROM WORK PER 100
CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSONS PER YEAR, BY AGE, SEX, ANO CONDITION GROUP: UNITEO STATES, 1970
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilirur, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information
onthereIiability oftbeestimat.ee aregivenin appendix LDefinitions ofterms aregivenin appendix I]
SEX AND CONOITION GRUUP
BOTH SEXES
ALL ACUTk CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CCINOITIUNS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CUNOiTIONS ---------
INFLUENZA— --------------------------
UTHER RESPIRATUKY CONDITIONS ---------
OiGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CUNOITIUNS -------------
MALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE AND PARASITIC OiSEASES -------
RESPIRATORY C(INOITIIJNS-----— ----------
UPPER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS ---------
IJIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONDITIONS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------
ALL OTHER ACUTE CONOITIUNS -------------
FEMALE
ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS -------------
INFECTIVE ANO PARASITIC OISEASES -------
RESPIRATORY CONDITIONS -----------------
UPPER RESPIRATUkY CONDITIONS ---------
INFLUENZA ----------------------------
OTHER RESPIRATORY CONOITI OHS---------
OIGESTIVE SYSTEM CONOITICINS ------------
INJURIES -------------------------------




















































































































































































TA5LE 9. NUMBER ANO PERCENT OISTR18UTIQN OF P6RSONS”HITH LIMITATION OF ACTIVITY OUE TO CHRONIC CONOITIONSt BY DEGREE
OF I, IH[TATIW4 ACCORDING TO SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1970
[Dab arabmd on hw..hold intmi.ws oftho .ivili.rt, .o.MUWJ...I P@8tion. The WW’ d.simsmml walific~om~~ inf~~ion 011*O @~biI%’ Of*e estim~s




UNOER 17 YEAiW ------
17-44 YEARS ---------
45-64 YE AD S---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
MALE
4LL AGEs------
UNDER 17 YEARS ------
17-44 YEARS ---------
45-64 YSARS ---------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---
FEMALE
ALL AGES ------
UNOtR 17 YEA RS------
17-44 YEARS ---------
45-b+ YE ADS--------
65 YEARS ANO CiVER---
141TH
UITH LIMITATION wITH NO
TOTAL ACTIVITY IN MAJOR ACTIVITY









































































































Nuriis: MAJOR ACTIVITY R&FERS TU A81L1TY TO WORK, KEEP HOUSEt OR ENGAGE IN SC~oL oR pRESCHooL Activities.
FoR UFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR IIORE GENERAL USE, SEE 8UREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE CIVILIAN POPULATION
OF THE UNITEU STATES, IN CURRkNT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20? P-25, ANO P-bO.
K
TABLE 10. NUMBER OF PERSONS INJuREO AND NUMBER OF PERSONS [NJUREO PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIOENT,
SEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, 19T0
[Oat-a are based on household interview of the civilian, nmin.tit.tioml population. The survey design, genetal q.alifimtiom, and information on the rali.bility of the




UNOER 6 YEAR S---------------— ------------------
6-16 YEA RS--------------------------------------
17-44 YE.ARS-------------------------------------
45-64 YE ADS--------------- —--------— ----------
b5 YEARS ANU OVER -------------------------------
MALE
ALL AGE S----------------— ----------------
UNOER b YEAR S-------------— --------------------
6-16 YEA RS--------------------------------------
17-44 YE ARS-------------------------------------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS AhD OVER---------------— --------------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S----------------------------------
UNDER 6 YE ARs-----------------------------------
6-16 YEA RS--------------------------------------
17-44 YE AR S---------------— --------------------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS AN(L LIVER --------— ---------------------
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGES ----------------------------------
UNOER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
b-lb YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEA RS-------------------------------------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER--------------------—---------
MALE
ALL AGES ----------------------------------
uNOER 6 yEARs ----------------------------------
6-16 YEARS--------------------------------------
lT-44 YEARS-------------------— ----------------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER-----------— ------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S----------------------------------
UNLiER 6 YEAR S------------------— ---------------
,5-~6 years----------------— --------------------
17-44 Years -------------------------------------
+5-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
































* * . . .



















































































* . . . 21.8





* . . . 26.2




























NOTE: EXCLUDED FROM THESE STATISTICS ARE ALL CON OITIONS INVOLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACTIVITY NOR MEOICAL AT TEN-
TI(JN. THE SUM OF UATA FuR THE FUUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE 70TAL 8ECAUSE THE CLASSES ARq NOT
MUTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
L6
TABLE 11. OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY ASSOCIATEO WITH INJURY ANO OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, BY CLASS OF ACCIOENTS SEX, ANO AGE: UNITEO STATES, 1970
[D.ts m based on household intiwi.w= of the civilim, ,..i..ti~tio,d PoPu1.tim The BUWOYd.sign, ge..r.l qualification., and information on the reliability of tbe
estimator aregiveqin sppendix L Definition so ftem megiven inappmdix I’]
CLhSS OF ACCIOENT
1 I 1







OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY IN THOUSANOSBOTH SEXES
ALL AGES--—--—----—--— ---------------- 478,686 79,735 71,926 110,947 136,521 179,854
UNUER 6 YEAR S-------—--——--—------—--—--—
~-16 years--—--— --------—-—------ —--_ ---—————
17-44 YEARS -—---- ——— -- —------- —--. —----
45-64 YEARS-----------— -- —-------? ----------






































ALL AGES-----—-----—----—--—--—-- 259,737 45, +40 38,939 46,448 99,067
UNOER 6 YEAR S—-------— ------------------------
6-16 YEA RS--—--—-------- — --------------------
LT-44 YE ARS---------------—— ---------------
45-64 YEARS-----—-------- —--------—---—--

























ALL AGES------—--—----—-------—------- 21 B,949 34.295 32.988 88,073 80,786
UNOER 6 YEARS------------ .. -—------ —-------- --
6-16 YEAR S--—-----—-—--—------—----——--
17-44 YEARS ------ -—------------ ~—--- -.
“ 45-64 YEARS--------------—-----L--—----—--






















BOTH SEXES OAYS OF RESTRICTED ACTIVITY PER 10II PERSONS PER YEAR
ALL AGES--—--------—--—-----—--------- 239.5 39.9 36.0 55.5 I 68.3 90.0





LWOER 6 YEAR S-------------—--------—----——
6-16 YEAR S--—------------ ———-----—-------—
17-+4 YE ARS- —--------—----—------——----—
45-64 YEARS-—-- —--——--—-----—--—----
























ALL AGES--—------------—-----—-—----- 269.8 47.2 40.5 102.9
UNOER 6 YEAR S-—-----—--—------— ---------
6-16 YEAR S--————--———--------------—---
1T-44 YEAR S-------—------—--—--—— ---------
45-64 YEARS------------—- ——--—---------—--
































33. i 78.0ALL AGUS-- —----—-—--------——— ------ 211.4 31.8
IJNOER 6 YEAR s-.-----—----——------------.-—--
6-16 YEA AS----—----——--——------—---—--
17-44 YE ARS-----——------—----—— ----------
45-64 YEA AS--------—--------—---- —-—--—-
























NOTES: INCLUOES 01 SA3.I LITY OAYS ASSOCI ATEO kll TH CURRENT INJURIES ANO IllPAIRHEtATS OUE TO INJURY.
THE SUM OF DATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS HAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL 8ECAUSE THE CLASSES ARE NOT
MuTUALLY EXCLUSIVE.
17
.. —___ .. ...________ ________
TA8LE 12. DAYS OF BED DISABILITY ASSOCIATED WITH INJURY AND DAYS OF BED DISABILITY PER 100 PERSONS PER YEAR, BY
CLASS OF AC C1OENT, SEX, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, 1970
@st. me based . . household inkrv,ew .[ the civ,han, .onin.tit.bionnl population. ‘The survey design, genetd qualifications, and infm.tion o. the reliability of t6e




UNOkR 6 YE AR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YEAR S--— ----------------------------------
17-44 Years -------------------------------------
45-64 YEA RS---------— -------------------------
65 YEARS A No OVE R-------------------------------
MALE
ALL AGES--— ------------------------------
UNCIER 6 years ----------------------------------
6-16 YEARs --------------------------------------
17-44 YEA RS-----------------— ------------------
45-64 Years -------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVE R--------------------— ---------
FEMALE
ALL AGES ----------------------------------
Ufll)ER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
0-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S-—----------------------------------
45-64 YE AR S------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND Over -------------------------------
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S-------- —------------------------
UNDER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 Years --------------------------------------
17-44 YEAR S------------------------------------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND Over -------------------------------
ALL AGE S----------------------------------
UNL)ER 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YEAR S--------------------------------------
17-44 YE ARS-------------------------------------
45-64 YE AR S-------------------------------------
65 YEARS AND OVER -------------------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S----------------------------------
UNl)EK 6 YEAR S-----------------------------------
6-16 YE AR S--------------------------------------
17-44 Years -------------------------------------
45-64 YEA Rs------------— -----------------------
65 YEAKS ANO US ER-------------------------------


































































































































































































NOTES: INCLUDES U[ sAt41 LITY DAYS ASSL!CIATEO WITH CURRENT INJURIES ANO IMPAIRMENTS DUE TO INJURY.
THE SUM OF DATA FOR THE FOUR CLASSES OF ACCIOENTS MAY BE GREATER THAN THE TOTAL BECAUSE THE CLASSES ARE NOT
MUTUALLY tXCLUSIVE.
TABLE 13. NUMBER OF DISCHARGES FROM SHORT-STAY HOSPITALS, NUMBER OF DISCHARGES PER 100 PERSONS PER
YEAR, NUMBER OF HOSPITAL OAYS, AND AVERAGE LENGTH OF STAY, 8Y SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, BASEO
ON DATA COLLECTEO IN HEALTH INTERVIEWS IN 1970
@sta me based on household intarvieww of the eivilimi, rmnirmtitutiaml population. The survey design, general q.alificstions, and information











































































































NUTE: THESE STATISTICS ARE BASEO ON DATA COLLECTEO IN HOUSEHOLD HEALTH INTERVIEWS. THEY WILL
DIFFER FROM THOSE REPORTEO BY THE NCHSCS HOSPITAL DISCHARGE SURVEY AND OTHER STUDIES BECAUSE OF
DIFFERENCES IN THE POPULATION COVEREO, THE SOURCES OF OATA, ANO TYPES OF i+JSPITALS INCLUOEO, E.G.,
OATA IN THIS REPORT INCLUOE VETERANS ADMINISTRATION AND OTHER FEDERAL HOSPITALS,
SONS WHO OIED IN THE’ HOSPITAL, ANO PERSONS WITH STAYS OF LESS THAN ONE OAY.
BUT EXCLUDE PER-
19
TABLE 14. POPULATION, NUMBER, AND PERCENT I) IS TRIBUTION OF PERSONS WITH SHORT-STAY HUSPITAL EPIS13DES DURING
THE PAST YEAR, BY NUMBER OF EPISODES ACCL)ROING TO SEX ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, BASED ON OATA COLLECTED IN
HEALTH lNTERVIEti S IN 1970
[D~t~ am based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualific~ticms, and infcmmation on the reliability
SEX AND AGE
BOTH SEXES
of the estim8tes are give” in appendix I. Definitions of terms are given ii appendix ID




























































































65 YEARS AND fJVER----
MALE
ALL AGE S-------




45-64 YE AD S----------

















































































































UNDER 17 YE ADS-------
17-24 YkARS ----------
25-34 YE AD S----------
35--44 YEARS ----------
45-64 YE Ads ---------


























NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL PUP ULATION ES TIMATk S FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE 8UREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POP ULATIIJN OF THE UNITED STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES p-20, P-25, ANO p-60.
20
TABLE 15. NUMBER OF SHORT-STAY HOSPITAL OAYS OURING THE PAST YEAR ANO NUM8ER OF DAYS PER PERSON
WITH 1+ HOSPITAL EPISOOESt BY NUMBER OF EPISOOES, SEX, AND AGE: UNITEO STATES, BASEO ON DATA
COLLECTEO IN HEALTH INTERVIEWS IN 1970
@ata are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and information









65 YEARS AND OVER -----------
MALE
ALL AGES --------------





65 YEARS AND OVER -----------
FEMALE
ALL AGES --------------





65 YEARS ANO OVER---------—
NUMBER OF HOSPITAL EPISOOES
ALL
EPISOOES 1 2 3+













































































































































































TABLE 16. DAYS OF DISABILITY ANO OAY; OF OISABILITV PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY SEX ANO AGE: UNITEO
STATES, 1970
@me based on household intawiews of the civilkn, wninotit.tiomal population. The B.rvey daeign, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimatas aro given in nppendix L Definitions of term are given in appendix Ifl
SEX ANO AGE
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S------ —-- —----— ---------------
UNOER 17 YEARS----------------— ---------------
17-24 YEAR S----- —------------ —— -------------
25-44 YEAR S------------------------------------
45-6+ YEAR S-------------—--—--— -------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER---—--------—-----—-—-----
MALE
ALL AGE S--------------------------—-----
uNOER 17 YEARS---------—----— ---------------
17-24 YEAR S-----—--------—----—--------—---
25-44 YE ADS----------------------- — -----------
45-64 YE AR S------- ——--—------—------ —— ---





17 YEA RS----—------—------— —---------
YEAR S-----—---—---— -------------------
25-44 YE AR S---———--------— ----------— -----
45-64 Y EAR S-------- —----— ---- — -------------




uNOER 17 YEARS------ —--—--------—— ---------
17-24 YEARS ------- — ------------ — -------------
25-44 YEAR S-----—----—--------—--— ---------
45-64 YE ARS----- —-----------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER-------------— ---------------
*
ALL AGES------------------—— -----------
UNOER 17 YEARS----------------— ---------------
17-24 YEAR S-------------------— ---------------
25-44 YEAR S=-------—----------— --------------
45-64 YEAR S------------------------------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER-----------------------——---
FEMALE






YE AR S---------------------— -------------
YEAR S-----—-- —-----------— -----------
Y EAR S-------------— ---------------------



















































































































NOTE: IJORK LOSS REPORTEO FOR CURRENTLY EMPLOYEO PERSONS AGEO 17 YEARS ANO OVER.
22
TABLE 17. DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL AND DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL PER CHILD 6-16 YEARS OF AGE PER YEART
BY SEX: UNIT’ED STATES, 1970
[Dats are bseed on household interviews of the civilisn, noninstitut.ionel population. The survey design, general qualifications, snd infometicm
on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix I. Definitions of terms’ are givemin appendix H]
AGE BOTH SEXES MALE FEMALE
DAYS LOST FROM SCHOOL IN THOUSANDS
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS----— ------------------- 221,487 II 107,889\ 113,598
NUMBER OF SCHOOL-LOSS DAYS PER CHILD PER YEAR
ALL AGES- 6-16 YEARS--------——------— ----- 4.9 4.7 5.1
TABLE 18. NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS AND
SEX:
NUMBER OF DENTAL VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR, BY AGE AND
UNITED STATES, 1970
[Dak are based cm household intewie~~ of the .ivi~im, nonin~titu~onal ppu~a~ion. Tbe ~uwey degi@, genera, qua~ifi~a~ions, and information.









ALL UNDER 17-24 2 5-+4 45-64 65 YEARS
AGES 17 YEARS YEARS YEARS YEARS AND OVER
NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS IN THOUSANDS
+1




NUMBER OF OENTAL VISITS
34,239 27,008 8,858
44,824 36,332 11,960
PER PERSON PER YEAR
+1
1.5 1.41 1.81 1.71 1*5[ 1.1
I I I I
1.4 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.4 1.1
1.7 1.5 2.0 1.8 1.7 1.1
23
TAbLE 19. NUM6ER OF PERSONS ANO PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST DENTAL VISIT ACCORDING TO
SEX ANO AGE: UN ITEO STATES, 1970
[Data are based on household intarvi.ws of tho civilian, noninstitutional pp.laticm. The survey design, general qualifications, and information on the r.liabihty




UNI)t R 17 YEA RS---------------------
17-24 YE ARS------------------------
25-44 YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YE AR S------------------------
65 YkARS AND OVER ------------------
MALE
ALL AGES ---------------------




65 YEAR S ANO OVER------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S---------------------
UNDER 17 YEA RS---------------------
17-24 YEA RS------------------------
25-44 YE AR S------------------------
45-6’4 YE ARS------------------------
b5 YEARS AND UREA ------------------
BOTH SEXES
ALL AGE S---------------------
UNDER 17 YEA RS---------------------
17-24 YEAR S------------------------
25-4+ YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YE AR S------------------------
65 YEARS ANO LIVE R------------------
ALL AGE S---------------------
UNOER 17 YEA RS---------------------
17-24 YEARs ------------------------
25-44 YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YEAUS------------------------
a5 YEARS AND OVER ------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGE S---------------------




65 Y EARS AND OVE R--------- —-------
TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST DENTAL VISIT
TOTAL
PCIPULATION UNOER 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 YEARS
MoNTHS MONTHS YEAR YEARS ANO OVER NEVER uNKNO WN














































































































32.3 14.5 11.6 13.8
I I I
32.3 14. T 9.5 6.7
37.5 18.7 16.0 16.2
35.4 16.9 14.7 18.5
31.8 12.4 10.8 18.0
19.0 6.8 6.8 14.8
30.9 14.6 11.7 14.1
31.5 14.7 9.7 6.7
35.2 18.9 16.6 16.6
33.0 16.7 14.3 19.5
30.3 12.6 11.2 18.6
17.5 7.1 6.6 15.5
33.6 14.4 11.5 13.5
33.1 I I 122I 1:::14.639.5 18.5
37.5 L7. O 15.1 17.6
33.1 12.3 10.5 17.4



























































































NOTE: FOR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE BuREAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO ST ATkS, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES P-20, P-25* ANO P-60.
2A




(@8 me based on household interview of the civilian, noaiustitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, aad information











UNOER 17-24 25-44 45-64 65-74 75 YEARS




NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS IN THOUSANDS
259,569 118,233 215,011 215,018 70,995 48,099
i39,207 36,436 78,061 94,398 30,050 i7,862
i20, 362 81,798 i36,950 120,620 40,945 30,237
NUMBER OF PHYSICIAN VISITS PER PERSON PER YEAR
4.6 3.9 4.6 4.6 5.2 6.0 6.7
4.i 4.1 3.0 3.5 4. B 5.7 6.2
5.i 3.7 5.9 5.6 5.6 6.2 7.1
25
TA$LE 21. NuMBER OF PERSONS ANO PERCENT DISTRIBUTION, BY TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT ACCOROING
TO SEX AND AGE: UNITED STATES, 1970
[D.~ .,. based on h.useMd ,nterview d th. civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general qualifications, and in formaticm on the reliability
of the estimates are given m appendix I. Definitions of terms are given in appendix U]
=
TIME INTERVAL SINCE LAST PHYSICIAN VISIT
TuTAL
>DPu LATION UNOER 6 6-11 1 2-4 5 YEARS




UNDk R 17 YE AR S---------------------
1 T-24 YE AR S------------------------
25-4+ YEA RS------------------------
45-64 YE AR S--------------- —-------
b5 YtAR S ANO OVE R------------------






































































































































65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGES ---------------------
UNDk% 17 YEA RS--— -----------------
17-24 YE ARS------------------------
25-44 YE AR S------------------------
45-64 YE Au S------------------------
05 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------
90TH S&XES
ALL AGE S---------------------
uNOER 17 YEA RS---------------------
17-24 Years ------------------------
25-44 YEA RS------------------------
45-64 YE AR S------------------------
65 Y EARS ANO OVE R------------------
*
ALL AGE S---------------------




65 YEARS ANO OVER ------------------
FEMALE
ALL AGES ---------------------







































































































































NOTE: FoR OFFICIAL POPULATION ESTIMATES FOR MORE GENERAL USE, SEE 8UR EAU OF THE CENSUS REPORTS ON THE
CIVILIAN POPULATION OF THE UNITEO STATES, IN CURRENT POPULATION REPORTS: SERIES p-20s p-~5t ANo p-600
26
TABLE 22. INCZDENCE OF ALL ACUTE CONDITIONS AND ACUTE RESPIRATORY CONO1TIONS . PER 100 PERSONS PER QUARTER. BY SEX ANO AGE:
UNIrED STATES. 1970







45 YEARS AND OVER--—--—-—--—
!!!!&
ALL AGES----------——--——
UNOEK 6 YE AR S----------------—--
6-16 YEARS------—----——----—-
17-4+ YEARS-—-—------------—--
45 YEARS ANO OVER--—--—----——-
FEMALS
ALL AGES-—-—-----—----—-
uNL3ER 6 YE AR S-------------------
6-16 YEA RS----—-—---— --------
L7-44 YEARS-------—------------—-
45 Y kARS ANO OVEU-----------——-
h appendix L O. finiticas .r tanas n. given i. nppwdix nl
ALL ACUr E CONDITIONS ACUTE RESP1 RATORY CONOITIONS














































































NOTE: EXCLUDED FRIIM THESE S7A71S71CS ARE ALL CONOITIONS lNVDLVING NEITHER RESTRICTED ACrl VITY NOR NEDICAL AT7ENT1DN.
t
10 I I I 1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 1 I I I
MN AFS JUL OCT JAN AH? JUL OCT JAN APR w
1965
W 4&N4?M#4GI JAN AU+ JUL OCT JAN APR WI. OCT
1966 1967 1969 19?o
FIF#ra 1. Incidma of all smtc amditiom MM wh r+rstov cunditiwm w ICO wsons p quarter.
27
Table 23. Number of persons iiijuredper 100 per;ns per quarter, by sex and age: United States,
@at. are based on household interviews of the civik, noninstitutional po~ulat.~on. The se& dwigii, general qualifications, and information
on the reliability of the estimates are given in appendix 1. D&nitiona 6f kids ire given in appendix11...
Sex and age .Jan.+far. I Apr w-J&e I July-Sept. I Ott.-Dee.
Both sexes
Number of ~ersons injured
per 100 persons per quarter
All ages----------------------------- 6.1 7*5 7.7 6.7
Under 17 years----------------------------- 6.8 9.9 10.1






17 years and over--------------------------
Female I I I
All ages----------------------------- 5.5 6.1 5.9 5.9
Under 17 years-----------------------------
17 years and over--------------------------- 5.: R ;:; 5.;














0.71I I I I I I I I I [ I I I I I I I I I I I I I [
JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL OCT JAN APR JUL & JAN APR JUL OCi JAN ~961Jl OCT JAN ~~970~L. ~T
1965 1966 1967 1960
Figure 2. Pwwns inJumd per lMpmons pr quwtw, by class of mccident.
TABLE 24. DAYS OF DISABILITY PER PERSON PER QUARTER, BY SEX, TYPE OF DISABILITY, ANO AGE: UNITED STATES, 1970
[oats w. b.~.d on household interviews of the civilian, .minmimi.nsl population. The mrvey d..tgn, gemr.] qu.lific.tions, .nd in fommli.n on lb. rel,abili~ of tie eshm.ma ~
w.. i.~PP.~xl .~fl.iti.... f*m81v8iv..i .appendixU]
TYPE OF DISABILITY AND AGE
ALL AGE S--------—--—--—--—---
UNDER 6 YEARS--------------—--— ------
6-16 YE AR S- —----- ——--—------— -----
17-44 YEARS------—------------—-----
45-64 YEARS—--------—--—----——---—
65 YEARS AND OVER------—-—————---
DAYS OF BED OISABILITY
ALL AGEs---—--——--------—---




65 YEARS ANO OVER-------—---- —--—--
DAYS LUST FROM MURK, 17 YEARS ANO OVER
ALL AGES, 17 YEARS AND OVER--—---
17-4+ YEARS---—----- —------------—---
45-64 Years------------— -------------
65 YEARS ANO OVER------------— ------
OAYS L125r FRWI SCHOOL, .5-16 yEARS---
BOTH SEXES II MALE I FEMALE
JAN. - APR. - JULY- ocr. - JAN. - APR.- JULY- ocT. - JAN. - APR. - JuLY- ocT. -


















DAYS OF 01 SAE71L17Y PER PERsON PER QuARTER
3.3 3.i 3.s 3.9 3.0 2.8
2.1 2.0 3.3 3.5 2.1 2.0
1.8 1.5 2.+ 3.0 1.8 1.6
2.7 2.6 3.2 2.9 2.3 2.1
4.5 4.6 5.1 5.3 4.3 4.3
7.9 7.1 7.8 7.4 7.1 6.5
1.3 1.2 1.6 1.8 1.1 0.9
0.9 0.9 1.6 1.0 0.9 0.8
0.7 0.6 1.0 1.6 0.7 0.6
1.1 0.9 1.3 1.3 0.9 0.6
1.6 1.4 1.8 2.1 1.3 1.1
3.4 3.1 3.4 3. T 3.0 2.8
1.2 1.0 1.3 1.7 1.2 1.0
1.1 0.9 1.2 1.5 1.0
1.+
0.8
1.1 1.5 2.0 1.2 1.2
* * * * * *






























































0.8 L I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I
JAN
I I I






MME8 JUI WI JAN Al+ JUI. OCI
1968 1969 I 970
Figure 3. Disability days per pwson per quarter, by type of disability aid sex.
29
TABLE 25. POPULATION USED IN COMPUTING ANNUAL RATES SHOWN IN THIS PU8LICATIONt BY SEX ANO AGE:
UNITEII STATES, 1970
[Data are based on household interviews of the civilian, noninstitutional population. The survey design, general q.alifioations, end information
onthe reliability of the estimates ere given in appendix L Definitioneoftetms areeivenin amMvJiXXfl
ALL AGES --------------------------- ----.-*
UNOER 17 YEARS-A --------------------------------
UNDER 6 YEARS---------------------—------’----
6-16 YEARS ------------------------ ------------
17-44 YEARS -----------------------------------
17-24 YEARS-----------------— ----------------
25-44 YEARS ------------------- —------- ---.*--
25-34 YEARS---------------------—----------
35-44 YEARS - ------------------- ------------
45 YEARS ANO OVER-----—--—---------— ---------
45-64 YEARS-------------------—--------------
65 YEARS AND OVER -----------------------------
ALL AGES-17 YEARS ANO OVER ----------------
17-44 YEARS---’-----------------—--—----------
17-24 YEARS --- --------------------------------
25-44 YEARS---------—------------—----------
45 YEARS AND OVER -------------------------------
45-64 YEARS---------------------+---------—--
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TECHNICAL
Background of This Report
APPENDIX I
NOTES ON METHODS
This report is one of a series of statistical re-
ports prepared by the National Center for Health Sta-
tistics (NCHS). It is based on information collected in
a continuing nationwide sample of households in the
Health Interview Survey (HIS).
The Health Interview Survey utilizes a questionnaire
which obtains information on personal and demographic
characteristics, illnesses, injuries, impairments,
chronic conditions, and other health topics. As data
relating to each of these various broad topics are tabu-
lated and analyzed, separate reports are issued which
cover one or more of the specific topics. The present
report is based on data collected in household inter-
views during 1970.
T’he population covered by the sample for the
Health Interview Survey is the civilian, noninstitu-
tionslized population of the United States living at the
time of the interview. The sample does not include
members of the Armed Forces or U.S. nationals liv-
ing in foreign countries. It should also be noted that
the estimates shown do not represent a complete mea-
sure of any given topic during the specified calendar
period since data are not collected in the interview for
persons who died during the reference period. For
many types of statistics collected in the survey, the
reference period covers the 2 weeks prior to the
interview week. For such a short period, the contri-
bution by decedents to a total inventory of conditions
or services should be very small. However, the con-
tribution by decedents during a long reference period
(e.g., 1 year) might be sizable, especially for older
persons.
Statistical Design of the Health Interview Survey
Geneml plan. —The sampling plan of the survey
follows a multistage probability design which permits
a continuous sampling of the civilian, noninstitutional
population of the United States. The sample is designed
in such a way that the sample of households inter-
viewed each week is representative of the target popu-
lation and that weekly samples are additive over time.
This feature of the design permits both continuous
measurement of characteristics of samples and more
detailed analysis of less common characteristics and
smaller categories of health-related items. The con-
tinuous collection had administrative and operational
advantages as well as technical assets since it permits
field-work to be handled with an experienced, stable
staff.
The overall sample was designed so that tabula-
tions can be provided for each of the four major geo-
graphic regions and for urban and rural sectors of the
United States.
The first stage of the sample design consists of
drawing a sample of 357 primary sampling units (PSU’S)
from approximately 1,900 geographically defined PSU’S.
A PSU consists of a county, a small groups of conti-
guous counties, or a standard metropolitan statistical
area. The PSU’S collectively cover the 50 States and
the District of Columbia.
With no loss in general understanding, the re-
maining stages can be combined and treated in this
discussion as an ultimate stage. Within PSU’S, then,
ultimate stage units called segments are defined in
such a manner that each segment contains an expec-
ted six households. Three general types of segments
are used.
Area segments which are defined geographically.
List segments, using 1960 census registers as the
frame.
Permit segments, using updated lists of building per-
mits issued in sample PSU’S since 1960.
Census address listings were used for all areas of the
country where addresses were well defined and could
be used to locate housing units. III general the list
frame included the larger urban areas of the United
States from which about two-thirds of the HIS sample
was selected.
The usual HIS sample consists of approximately
8,000 segments which yield a probability sample of
about 134,000 persons in 42,000 interviewed households
in a year. However, the first quarter of 1970 contained
a sample reduction of 7 full weeks of interviewing due
to budgetary restrictions, whereas the remaining quar-
ters each contained the full 13 weeks. During the 45
weeks in 1970, the sample was composed of approxi -
mately 37,000 households containing about 116,000 per-
sons living at the time of the interview. Comparability
with previous annual estimates are not affected by the
reduced Satnple since the weighting procedure employed
by the Health Interview Survey adjusts for the missing
weeks although the sampling errors are somewhat
higher for 1970 estimates (see statement on adjustment
of relative sampling error on page 34).
Descriptive material on data collection, field pro-
cedures, and questionnaire development in the HIS has
been published as well as a detailed description of the
sample design3 and a report on the estimation pro-
cedure and the method used to calculate sampling errors
of estimates derived from the survey.4
Collection of data. —Field operations for the survey
are performed by the U.S. Bureau of the Census under
specifications established by the National Center for
Health Statistics. In accordance with these specifications
the Bureau of the Census participates in survey planning,
selects the sample, and conducts the field interviewing
as an agent of NCHS. The data are coded, edited, and
tabulated by NCHS.
Estimating Procedures. —Since the vdesign of the
HIS is a complex multistage probability sample, it is
necessary to use complex procedures in the derivation
of estimates. Four basic operations are involve&
1. Injlution by the vecipvocal of the probability of
selection. —The probability of selection is the
product of the probabilities of selection from
each step of selection in the design (PSU, seg-
ment, and household).
2. Nonvesponse adjustment. —The estimates are
inflated by a multiplication factor which has as
its numerator the number of sample households
in a given segment, and as its denominator tie
number of households interviewed in that seg-
ment.
3. Fivst-stuge mtio adjustment. -Sampling theory
indicates that the use of auxiliary information
which is highly correlated with the variables
being estimated improves the reliability of the
estimates. To reduce the variability between
2 National Center for Health Statistics: Health survey procedure:
concepts, questionnaire development, and definitions in the Health
Interview Survey. L’ifd and Heafth ,Statisfics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series
l-No. 2. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing
Office, May 1964.
3u.s, National Health Survey: The statistical design of the health
household interview survey. Hecdtk .Stafisfics. PHS Pub, No. 584-A2.
Public Health Service. Washington, D. C., July 1958.
4National Center for Health Statistics: Estimation and sampling
variance in the Health Interview Survey. Izital and Health Statistics.PHS
Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No, 38. Pubhc Health Service. Washington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, June 1970.
4.
PSU’S within a region, the estimate~s are ratio
adjust ed to 1960 populations within six color-
residence classes.
Posts gratification by ace-s ex-colov,,-The es-
timates are ratio adj&ted within (each of 60
age- sex-color cells to an independent estimate
of the populatin of each cell for the survey
period. These independent estimates are pre-
pared by the Bureau of the Census. Both the
first-stage and poststratified ratio adjustments
take the form of multiplication factors applied
to the weight of each elementary unit (person,
household, condition, and hospitalization).
The effect of the ratio-estimating process is to
make the sample more closely representative of the
civilian, noninstitutional population by age, sex, color,
and residence, which thereby reduces sampling vari-
ance.
As noted, each week’s sample represents the popu-
lation living during that week and characteristics of
the population. Consolidation of samples over a time
period, e.g., a calendar quarter, produces estimates of
average characteristics of the U.S. population for the
calendar quarter. Similarly, population data for a year
are averages of the four quarterly figures.
For prevalence statistics, such as number of per-
sons with speech impairments or number of persons
classified by time interval since last physician visit,
figures are first calculated for each calendar quarter
by averaging estimates for all weeks of interviewing
in the quarter. Prevalence data for a year are then ob-
tained by averaging the four quarterly figures.
For other types of statistics-namely those mea-
suring the number of occurrences during a. specified
time period—such as incidence of acute conditions,
number of disability days, or number of visits to a
doctor or dentist, a similar computational procedure
is used, but the statistics are interpreted clifferently.
For these items, the questionnaire asks for the re-
spondent’s experience over the 2 calendar weeks prior
to the week of interview. In such instances the esti-
mated quarterly total for the statistic is 6.5 times the
average 2-week estimate produced by the 13 successive
samples taken during the period. The annual total is
the sum of the four quarters. Thus the experience of
persons interviewed dm”ng a year-experience which
actually occurred for each person in a 2-calendar-week
interval prior to week of interview—is treated as
though it measured the total of such experience dwing
the year. Such interpretation leads to no significant bias.
Explandion of hospital recall.—The survey ques-
tionnaire uses a 12-month-rekall period for hospitali-
zations. That is, the respondent is asked to report
hospitalizations which occurred during the 12 months
prior to the week of interview. Information is also ob-
tained as to the date of entry into the hospital and dura-
tion of stay. Analysis of this information, and also the
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results of special studies, has shown that there is an
increase in underreporting of hospitalizations with in-
crease in time interval between the discharge and the
interview. Exclusive of the hospital experience of de-
cedents, the net underreporting with a 12-month recall
is in the neighlmrhood of 10 percent, but underreporting
of discharges within 6 month of the weeks of interview
is estimated to be less than 5 percent. For this reason
hospital discharge data in this report are based on
hospital discharges reported to have occurred within 6
months of the week of interview. Since the interviews
were evenly distributed according to weekly probability
samples throughout any interviewing year, no seasonal
bias was introduced by doubling the 6-month-recall data
to produce an annual estimate for that year of inter-
viewing. Doubling the 6-month data in effect imputes
to the entire year preceding the interview the rate of
hospital discharges actually observed during the 6
months prior to interview. However, estimates of the
number of persons with hospital episodes (as opposed
to estimates of number of hospital discharges) are based
on 12-month recall data since a person’s 12 month
experiences cannot be obtained by doubling his most
recent 6-month experience.
General Qualifications
Nonmsponse. —Data were adjusted for nonresponse
by a procedure which imputes to persons in a house-
hold which was not interviewed the characteristics of
persons in households in the same segment which were
interviewed. The total noninterview rate was about 5
percent—1 percent was refusal, and the remainder was
primarily due to the failure to find an eligible respondent
at home after repeated calls.
The intwview process. —The statistics presented
in this report are based on replies obtained in inter-
views with persons in the sample households. For
children and for adults not present in the home at the
time of the interview, the information was obtained
from a related household member such as a spouse or
the mother of a child.
There are limitations to the accuracy of diagnostic
and other information collected in household interviews.
For diagnostic information, the household respondent
can usually pass on to the interviewer only the infor-
mation the physician has given to the family. For con-
ditions not medically attended, diagnostic information
is often no more than a description of symptoms. How-
ever, other facts, such as the number of disabi~ty days
caused by the condition, can be obtained more accurately
from household members than from any other source
since only the persons concerned are in a position to
report this information.
Rounding of numben.—The original tabulations on
which the data in this report are based show all esti-
mates to the nearest whole unit. AH consolidations
were made from the original tabulations using the es-
timates to the nearest unit. In the final published tables,
the figures are rounded “to the nearest thousand, al.
though these are not necessarily accurate to that de-
tail. Devised statistics, such as rates and percent dis-
tributions, are computed after the estimates on which
these are based have been rounded to the nearest
thousand.
Population j%gzwes.—Some of the published tables
include population figures for specified categories. Ex-
cept for certain overall totals by. age, sex, and color,
which are adjusted to independent estimates, these fig-
ures are based on the sample of households in the HIS.
These are given primarily to provide denominators far
rate computation, and for this purpose are more appro-
priate for use with the accompanying measures of
health characteristics than other population data that
may be available. With the exception of the overall
totals by age, sex, and color mentioned above, the popu-
lation figures differ from corresponding figures (which
are derived from different sources) published in re-
ports of the Bureau of the Census. (For population data
for general use, see the official estimates presented in
Bureau of the Census reports in the P-20, P-25, and
P-60 series.)
Reliability of Estimates
Since the statistics presented in this report are
based on a sample, they will differ somewhat from the
figures that would have been obtained if a complete
census had been taken using the same schedules, in-
structions, and interviewing personnel and procedures.
As in any survey, the results are also subject to
reporting and processing errors and errors due to
nonresponse. To the extent possible, these types of
errors were kept to a minimum by methods built into
survey procedures. Although it is very difficult to
measure the extent of bias in the Health Interview Sur-
vey, a number of studies have been conducted to study
this problem. The results have been published in sev-
eral reports.5-8
5National Center for Health Statistic Health interview responses
compared with medical records. Pvtuf mrd Health .%ttistics. PHS Pub.
No. 1000-Series 2-No. 7. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S.
“Government Printing Offke, July 1965.
6 National Center for Health Statistics: Comparison of
hospitalization reporting in three survey procedures. J%U2andHealth
Statistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Se$es 2-No. 8. Public Health Service.
Washhrgton. U.S. Government Printing Office, July 1965.
7Nation~ &nter fc,r He~& S~&ti~: InteM~ &ta on c~o~c
conditions compared with information derived fkom medical rvcoxds.
VW and Health Sfdistics. PHS Pub. No. 1000-Series 2-No. 23. Public
Health Service. Washington. U.S. Government Printing Of%ce, May 1967.
8Nation~ &nter for H~~fi stati~tic~: The ~fluen<e of ~te~iewer
and respondent psychological and behavioral variabIes on the reporting
in household interviews. Vifaf and Health Statistics. PHS Pub. No.
1000-Series 2-No. 26. Public Health Service. Washington. U.S.
Government Printing Office, Mar. 1968.
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The standard error is primarily a measure of
sampling variability, that is, the variations that might
occur by chance because only a sample of the popula-
tion is surveyed. As calculated for this report, the
standard error also reflects part of the variation which
arises in the measurement process. It does not include
estimates of any biases which might lie in the data. The
chances are about 68 out of 100 that an estimate from
the sample would differ from a complete census by less
than the standard error. The chances are about 95 out
of 100 that the difference would be less than twice the
standard error and about 99 out of 100 that it would be
less than 2%times as large.
The relative standard error of an estimate is ob-
tained by dividing the standard error of the estimate
by the estimate itself and is expressed as a percentage
of the estimate. For this report, asterisks are shown
for any cell with more than a 30-percent relative stand-
ard error. Included in this appendix are charts from
which the relative standard errors can be determined
for estimates shown in the report. In order to derive
relative errors which would be applicable to a wide
variety of health statistics and which could be prepared
at a moderate cost, a number of approximations were
required. As a result, the charts provide an estimate
of the approximate relative standard error rather than
the precise error for any specific aggregate or percent-
age.
Since the sampling error charts are based on the
full HIS design, the sampling errors derived from the
charts for 1970 estimates must be adjusted to reflect
the sample reduction made during the first quarter of
1970. For annual statistics the adjustment factor is
1.08, and for first quarter estimates it is 1.5.
Three classes of statistics for the health survey
are identified for purposes of estimating variances.
Narvow nwz.ge.-This class consists of (1) statistics
which estimate a population attribute, e.g., the number
of persons in a particular income group, and (2) sta-
tistics for which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data collection is
usually “either O or 1 or on occasion may take on the
value 2 or very rarely 3.
Medium vange. —This class consists of other sta-
tistics for which the measure for a single individual
during the reference period used in data collection will
rarely lie outside the range O to 5.
Wide range.— This class consists of statistics for
which the measure for a single individual during the
reference period used in data collection can range from
O to a number in excess of 5, e.g., the number of days
of bed disability.
In addition to classifying variables according to
whether they are narrow-, medium-, or wide-range,
statistics in the survey are further defined as:
Type A. —Statistics on prevalence and incidence
data for which the period of reference
in the questionnaire is 12 months.
Type B. —Incidence-type statistics for which the
period of reference in the questionnaire
is 2 weeks.
Type C.—Statistics for which the reference period
is 6 months.
Only the charts on sampling error applicable to
data contained in this report are presented.
General n.ks fw determining relative sampling
mom. —-me “guide” on page 36, together with the
following rules, will enable the reader to determine
approximate relative standard errors for the charts




Estimates of aggregates: Approximate
relative standard errors for estimates of
aggregates such as the number of persons
with a given characteristic are obtained
from the appropriate curves on pages 37-
40. The number of persons in the total U.S.
population or in an age-sex-color class of
the total population is adjusted. to official
Bureau of the Census figures and is not
subject to sampling error.
Estimates of percentages in a percent
distvfbutiow Relative standard errors for
percentages m a percent distribution of a
total are obtained from appropriate curves
on pages 41,42. For values which do not
fall on one of the curves presented in the
chart, visual interpolation wH1 provide
a satisfactory approximation,
Estimates of Yates where the ?WmGYatW_.-—
is not a subclass of the denominatov:This
rule applies for prevalence rates or where
a unit of the numerator occurs, with few
exceptions, only once in the year for anyone
unit in the denominator. For example, in
computing the rate of visual impairments
per 1,000 population, the numerator con-
sisting of persons with the impairment is
a subclass of the denominator which in-
cludes all perso’ns in the population. Such
rates if converted to rates per 100 maybe
treated as though they were percentages
and the relative standard errors obtained
from the chart P4AN-M. Rates per 1,000,
or on any other base, must first be con-
verted to rates per 100; then the percent-
age chart will provide the relative stand-
ard error per 100.
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Rule 4. i!Wfimates of mrtes where the numerator
is a subclass of the denominate: This
rule applies where a unit of the numerator
often occurs more than once for any one
unit in the denominator. For example, in
the computation of the number of persons
injured per 100 currently employed per-
sons per year, it is possible that a person
in the denominator could have sustained
more than one of tlie injuries included in
the numerator. Approximate relative
standard errors for rates of this kind may
be computed as follows:
(a)
(b)
Where the denomhator is the
total U.S. population or includes
all persons in one or more of the
age-sex-color groups of the total
population, the relative error of
the rate is equivalent to the rela-
tive error of the numerator which
can be obtained directly from the
appropriate chart.
In other cases the relative stand-
ard error of the numerator and of
the denominator can be obtained
from the appropriate curve.
Square each of these relative er-
rors, add the resulting values, and
extract the square root of the sum.
This procedure will result in an
upper bound on the standard error
and often will overstate the error.
Rule 5. Estimates of difference between two sta-
tistics (mean, rate, total, etc.):l%e stsnd-
ard error of a difference is approximately”
the square root of the :um of the squaree
of each standard error considered sepa.
rately. A formula for the standard error of
a difference d= X1-X2 “is
‘d = /(% %)2 +(% V.*Y
where xl is the estimate for class 1,
X2 is the estimate for class 2, and VX1
and VXZare the relative errors of Xl and
X2 respectively. This formula will re-
present the actual standard error quite
accurately for the difference between sepa-
rate and uncorrelated characteristics al-
though it is only a rough approximation 4
most other cases. The relative standard
error of each estimate involved in such
a difference can be determined by one of
the four rules above, whichever is ap-
propriate.
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Guide to Use of Relative Standard Error Charts
The code shown below identifiesthe appropriate A=aggregate,P=percentage;(2)thenumber ofcalendar
curve to be used in estimatingthe relativestandard quarters of data collection;(3)the type of statistic
error of thestatisticdescribed.The four components describedon page 34,and (4)therange ofthestatistic
of each code describe the statisticas follows:(1) as describedon page 34.
Statistic
Number of
Persons in the U.S. population, or total
number in any age-sex-color category---------------




Persons with limitation of activity-----------------
Persons injured-------------------------------------
Hospital discharges---------------------------------
Days for hospital discharges------------------------
Persons with hospital episodes----------------------






Rates per 100 persons:
Acute conditions and persons injured:
Per quarter----------------------------------------
Per year-------------------------------------------









Hospital days per person with episodes--------------
Average length of stay--------------------------------
Percent distribution of:
Acute conditions------------------------------------
Persons with limitation of activity-----------------
Persons with hospital episodes----------------------
Persons by interval since last physician visit+-----





























































































Relative standzuM errorq for a@peg8tes based on faur quarters of date collection










100 1,000 10,000 100,000
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of uee of chart: An aggregate of 2,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range Type A statistic (code: A4AN) haa a relative standard error of 3.6 percent,
(read from scale at left side of chart), or a standard error of 72,000 (3.6 percent of
2,000,000) . For a Wide range we B statigtic (code: A4BW), an aggregate of 6,000,000 has
a relative error of 16.0 percent or a standard error of 960,000 (16 pmrcent of 6,000,000).
NOTE: As a result of a sample reduction during January-March 1970, the sampling error
for annual estimates sheuld be adjusted by a factor of 1.OS.
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Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 6,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range Type B statistic has a relative standard error of 19.3 Percent, read frms
scale at left side of chart, or a standard error of 1,158,000 (19;3 percent of 6,000,000).
NOTE: As a result of sample reduction during January-March 1970, the ssmpling error for
quarterly estimates based on that period should be adjusted by a factor of 1.5.
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Relative standard errors for aggregates based on four quarters of data collection for
type C, Narrow range, and type C, Wide range data
1
Size of estimate “(inthoussnds)-
Example of uae of chart: An aggregate of 1,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
Narrow range type C statiatic (code: A4CN) has a relative standard error of 7.1 percent,
read from scale at Ieft aide of chart, or a
1,000,000).
standard error of 71,000 (7.1 percent of
NOTE: As a result of a sample reduction during January-March 1970, the sampling error
for annual estimates should be adjustad by a factor of 1.08.
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Relative standard errors for aggregates based on one quarter of data collection for type
.-. B data, wide range .-a
IL, ,,11. !:l!flil 1- 1:!,1 1, 1:11 Ii-1-r.4, .,., ;.. . -i..
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-.i ...!,.-- ~ .-a.,.., .,
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Code:AIBW -Type B data,Wide rangevariable - \ I I I
1 I I I 1,1 I !, -., -. ... ,
w , {, .
05
*:, ; ,+ 1’1,->. ,1~— 4. ,.-i, r,... ,. I I I ,.
. I I I I I II I :.,: ,.. .!, x I ,., ;.:., 1.1 1!1
, ,
,!, ,. ..: I I I I I I I
l-w ... ;,,,. ,,. . .
1.1! 1> ..1,-.1 I 1.1 1 [ 1 ! I 1.
1,000 10;000 100;000 1,000, Ooii
Size of estimate (in thousands)
Example of use of chart: An aggregate of 20,000,000 (on scale at bottom of chart) for a
wide range type B atatistic haa a relative standard error of 16.0 percent, read from scale
at left side of chart, or a standard error of 3,200,000 ( 16.0 percent of 20,000,000).
NOTE: As a result of the sample reduction during January-March 1970, the sampling error
for quarterly estimates based on that period should be adjusted by a factor of 1.5.
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Relative standard errors for percatagea based on four qu.artem of dfrtaw3J.ectlon
for type B dEta, I@rrow and MeMzss range



























2 3. k 66789* 234 56789S
10 100
Esthated percentage
Example of use of chart: An estimate of 20 percent (on scale at bottom of chart) based on
an estbate ~f 10,000,000 has a relative standard error of 17.0 percent (read frrsnscale
at the left aide of the chart), the point at which the curve for a base of 10,000,000 in-
tersects the vertical line for 20 percent. The standard error in percentage points is
equal to 20 percent X 17.0 percent or 3.4 percentage points.
NOTE: Ae a result of a sample reduction during January-March 1970, the sampling error
for annual estimates should be adjusted by a factor of 1.08.
ReJatlvestandard errors for percentagesbased on four qmrtcrs of datac~ection
for typeA data,Narrowand Mediumrange
(Easeof pementage shownon curvesh 3nUliona)
E8tln!&edpercentage
Exa@.C of use of chart: An ektimte of 20 percent(ons@e at bottcmof chart)basedon
an es+imateof 10,000,000hes a relatim standard error of 3.2percent (readfrm the
sceleat the left sideof the chart),the pointat whichthe curvefor a base of 10,COO,OCO
titerscct6the vertical.linefor 20 percent. W standarderrorin percentagepoints is
equal to 20 percentX 3.2 percentor 0.64percentagepoints.
NOTE: As a result of a sample reduction during January-March 1970, the sampling error
for snnual estimates should be adjusted by a factor of 1.08.
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Terms Relating
DEFINITIONS OF CERTAIN TERMS USED IN THIS REPORT
to ‘Conditions
Condition. —A morbidity condition, or simply a.con-
dition, is any, entry on the questionnaire which describes
a departure from a state of physical or mental well-
being. It results from a positive response to one of a
series of “medical-disability impact” or ‘‘illness-re-
call” questions. In the coding and tabulating process
conditions are selected or classified according to a
number of different criteria such as whether they were
me~cally attended, whether they resulted in disability,
or whether they were acute or chronic; or according
to the type of disease, injury, impairment, or symptom
reported. For the purposes of each published report
or set of tables, only those conditions recorded on the
questionnaire which satisfy certain stated criteria are
included.
Conditions are classified by type according to the
EigMhRevL$wn Intonational Classification of Diseases,
Adapted J@ Use in the United States, with certain
modifications adopted to make the code more suitable
for a household interview survey.
Acute cotiitio~-An acute condition is defined as
a condition which has lasted less thap 3 months and
which has involved either medical attention or restricted
activity. Because of the procedures used to estimate
incidence, the acute conditions included in this report
are the conditions which had their onset during the 2
weeks prior to the interview week and which involved
either medical attention or restricted activity during
the 2-week period. However, excluded are the follow-
ing conditions which are always classified as chronic
even though the onset occurred within 3 months prior
to week of interview.
Asthma Tumor, cyst, or growth
Hay fever Stomach ulcer
Tuberculosis Kidney stones
Repeated attacks of sinus Arthritis or rheumatism
trouble Mental illness
Rheumatic fever Diabetes
Hardening of the arteries Thyroid trouble or goiter
High blood pressure Any allergy
He& trouble Epilepsy
Stroke Cancer
Trouble with varicose veins Hernia or rupture
Hemorrhoids or niles Prostate trouble
Deafiess or serious Paralysis of any kind
trouble with hearing Repeated trouble with
Serious trouble with see- back or spine
ing even when wearing Club foot
glasses Permanent stiffness or
Cleft ptiate deformity of the foot,
Any speech defect leg, fingers, arm, or
Missing fingers, hand, or back
arm-toes, foot, or leg Condition present since
Palsy birth
Acute condition gwups.-h this report, all tables
which have data classified by type of condition employ
a 5-category regrouping plus several selected sub-
groups. The International Classification code numb&
included in each category are as follows:
C’nlditicn Gr.aq
In f.ctiv9 4 mz’”% tic discs., ---------
- childhood dam.”., ....... ......
m. Vird9 mot othc-wis. spid ------
other in fectiv.and PUSS tic dtiti.s-
Uwr r-pir-w cditicn.----—---
C- cold-..-—-— -----------
Oclur upper r9.pir.tory cm.iitimls--
rnmnnaL --------------------------
InCl- with dIs,#tim ur.if., ca-
Cimu ------.----— -------
Oth.z infhur,sa--------------------




M3-t i- -*t- c-d it kas----—-----
DOnt ml c mat Am,--— —-------------
nncthul and y-. upp9L-
wt..hc.. CM dlwd.r. mot . h.
tiiutn ohs,iftable -------------------
Cthr d7.1.stiv8s,,tamcm.d%c imu----
7r..m7.., dfslcc.timl, Wp,tllu, d
Scrams-----------------— -------
maces+, and di’lM’tiON---—---
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Chwnic condition. —A condition is considered to be
chronic if (1) the condition is described by the respond-
ent in terms of one of the chronic diseases on the
“Check List of Chronic Conditions” or in terms of one
of the types of impairments on the “Check List of Im-
pairments,” or (2) the condition is described by the
respondent as having been first noticed more than 3
months before the week of the interview.
Impairments. —Impairments are chronic or per-
manent defects, usually static in nature, resulting from
disease, injury, or congenital malformation. They rep-
resent decrease or loss of ability to perform various
functions, particularly those of the musculoskeletal
system and the sense organs. All impairments are clas-
sified by means of a special supplementary code for
impairments. Hence code numbers for impairments in
the International Classification of Diseases are not used.
In the Supplementary Code, impairments are grouped
according to type of functional impairment and etiology.
~ezwlence of conditions. -In general, prevalence
of conditions is the estimated number of conditions of
a specified type existing at a specified time or the av-
erage number existing during a specified interval
of time. The prevalence of chronic conditions is de-
fined as the number of chronic cases reported to be
present or assumed to be present at the time of the
interview; those aasumed to be present at the time of
~e interview are cases described by the respondent
in terms of one of the chronic diseases on the Check
List of Chronic Conditions and reported to have been
present at some time during the 12-month period prior
to the interview.
Onset of condition.— A condition is considered to
have its onset when it was first noticed. This could be
the time the person first felt sick or became injured,
or it could be the time when the person or his family
was first told by a physician that he had a condition
of which he was previously unaware.
Incidence of conditions.-The incidence of condi-
tions is the estimated number of conditions having their
onset in a specified time period. As previously mention-
ed, minor acute conditions involving neither restricted
activity nor medical attention are excluded from the sta-
tistics. The incidence data shown in some reports are
further limited to various subclasses of conditions,
such as “incidence of conditions involving bed dis-
ability.”
Activity-restricting condition. —An activity-re-
stricting condition is one which had its onset in the
past 2 weeks and which cauaed at least 1 day of re-
stricted activity during the 2 calendar weeks before the
interview week. (See definition of ““Restricted-activity
day.”)
Bed-disabling condition. —A condition with onset in
the past 2 weeks involving atleast 1 day of bed disability
ia called a bed-disabling condition. (See definition of
“Bed-disability day.”)
Medically attended condition. —A condition with on-
set &the past 2 weeks is considered medically attended
if a physician has been consulted about it either at
its onset or at any time thereafter. Medical attention
includes consultation either in person or by telephone
for treatment or advice. Advice from the physician
transmitted to the patient through the nurse is counted
as well as visits to physicians in clinics or hospitals.
If during the course of a single fisit the physician is
consulted about more than one condition for each of
several patients, each condition of each patient is
counted as medically attended.
Discussion of a child’s condition by the physician
and a responsible member of the household are con-
sidered as medical attention even if the child was not
seen at that time.
For the purpose of this definition, the term ‘‘phy-
sician” includes doctors of medicine and osteopathic
physicians.
Terms Relating to. Disability
Disability. —Disability is the general term used to
describe any temporary or long-term reduction of a
person’s activity as a result of an acute or chronic
condition.
Chronic activity limitation. —Persons are classi-
&ed into four categories according to the extent to
which their activities are limited at present as a result
of chronic conditions. Since the usual activities of pre-
school children, school-age children, housewives, and
workers and other persons dtffer, a different set of
criteria is used for each group. There is a general
similarity between them, however, as willl be seen in
the following descriptions of the four categories:
1. PeYsons unable to carry on major activity fw
their group ( major activity refers to ability to
work, keep house, or go to school)
Preschool children: inability to take part in
ordinary play with other
children. -
School-age children: inabili~ to go to school.
Housewives: inability to do any house-
work
Workers and all
other persons: inability to work at a job
or business.
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2. Persons limited in amount or kind of major ac-
tivity performed (major activity refers to ability
to work, keep house, or go to school)
Preschool children: limited in the amount or
kind of play with other
children, e.g., need spe.
cial rest periods, cannot
play strenuous games, or
cannot play for long peri-
ods at a time.
School-age childrem Iimited to certain ~es
of schools or in school at-
tendance, e.g., need spe-
cial schools or special
teaching, or cannot go to
school full time or for
long periods at a time.
Housewives: limited in amount or kind
or housework, i.e., cannot
lift children, wash or iron,
or do housework for long
periods at a time.
Workers and all
other persons: limited in amount or kind
or work, e.g., need spe-
cial working aids or spe-
cial rest periods at work,
cannot work full time or
for long periods at a time,
or cannot do strenuous
work.
3. Persons not limited in ?r@ovactivity but otker-
wise limited (major activiW refers to ability to
work, keep house, or go to school)
Preschool chihirem not classified in this cate-
gory.
School-age children: not limited in going to
school but limited in par-




not limited in housework
but limited in other ac-
tivities, such as church,
clubs, hobbies, civic pro-
jects, or shopping.
Workers and all
other persons: not 1imited in regular
work activities but limited
in other activities, such as
church, clubs, hobbles,
civic projects, sports, or
games.
4. Pes%ons not limited in activities
Includes persons with chronic conditions whose
activities are not limited in any of the ways de-
scribed above.
Disability &y.—Short-term disability days are
classified according to whether they are days of re-
stricted activity, bed days, or worIi-Ioss days. AII
days of bed disability are, by definition, days o;
restricted activity. The converse form of this state-
ment is, of course, not true. Days lost from work ark
also days of restricted activity for the working popu-
lation. Hence “day of restricted activity” is the mos c
inclusive term used in describing disability days.
Condition-day. —Condition-days of restricted ac-
tivity, bed disability, and work loss are days of the
various forms of disability associated with any one
condition. Since any particular day of disability ma)
be associated with more than one condition, the sun-,
of days for conditions may add to more than the tots I
number of person-days.
Restm”cted-activity day. —A day of restricted ac-
tivity is one on which a person substantially reduces
the amount of activity normal for that day because m
a specific illness of injury. The type of reduction varies
with the age and occupation of the individual as wel~
as with the day of the week or season of the year. Re-
stricted activity covers the range from substantial
reduction to complete inactivity for the entire day.
Bed-disability ckzy.— A day o~ bed disability i~
one on which a person stays in bed for all or most 01
the day because of a specific illness or injury. AU
or most of the day is defined as more than half of th~
daylight hours. All hospital days for inpatients ark
considered to be days of bed disability even if the
patient was not actually in bed at the hospital.
Work- 10SS L@ —A day Iost from work is a day
on which a person did not work at his job or business
for at least one-half of his normal workday becaust
of a specific illness or injury. The number of day:
lost from work is determined only for persons 1“1
years of age and over who reported that at any tim ~
during the 2-week period covered by the intervielv
they either worked at or had a job or business. (See
“Currentiy employed persons” under “Demographic
Terms.”)
PeYson-da ys .—Person-days of restricted activiq;
bed disability, and work loss are days of the various
forms of disability experienced by any one person.
The sum of days for all persons in a group repre-
sents an unduplicated count of all days of disabilit;
for the group.
Terms Relating to Persons Iniured
Injury condition. —An injury condition, or simp I X:
an injury, is a condition of the type that is classifit 5
according to the nature of injury code numbers (NfKXJ-
N999) in the International Classification of Disease,
In addition to fractures, lacerations, contusions, burn.,
and so forth, which are commonly thought of as injurie ,
this group of codes includes effects of exposure, SUCII
as sunburn; adverse reactions to immunization JV5
‘ 5
other medical procedures; and poisonings. Unless
otherwise specified, the term injury is used to cover
all of these.
Since a person may sustain more than one injury
in a single accident, e.g., a broken leg and laceration
of the scalp, the number of injury conditions may ex-
ceed the number of persons injured.
Statistics of acute injury conditions include only
those injuries which involved at least 1 full dayofre-
stricted activity or medical attendance.
Person injured. —A person injured isone who has
sustained one or more injuries in an accident or in
some type of nonaccidental violence. (See definition
of “Injury condition” above.) Each time a person is
involved in an accident or in nonaccidental violence
causing injury that results in at least 1 full day of
restricted activity or medical attention he is included
in the statistics as a separate “person injured”;
hence, one person may be included more than once,
The number of persons injured is not equivalent
to the number of “accidents” for several reasons:
(1) the term “accident” as commonly used may not
involve injury at all; (2) more than one injured per-
son may be involved in a single accident, so the num-
ber of accidents resulting in injury would be less than
the number of persons injured in accidents; and (3)
the term “accident” ordinarily implies an accidental
origin, whereas “persons injured” as used in the Health
Interview Survey includes persons whose injury resulted
from certain nonaccidental violence.
The number of persons injured in a specified time
interval is always equal to or less than the incidence of
injury conditions since one person may incur more
than one injury in a single accident.
Terms Relating to Class of Accident
Class of accident.-Injuries, injured persons, and
resulting days of disability may be grouped according
to class of accident. This is a broad classification of
the types of event which resulted in personal injuries.
Most of these events are accidents in the usual sense
of the word, but some are other kinds of mishap, such
as overexposure to the sun or adverse reactions to
medical procedures, and others are nonaccidental vio-
lence, such as attempted suicide. The classes of acci-
dents are: (1) moving motor vehicle accidents, (2) acci-
dents occurring while at work, (3) home accidents, and
(4) other accidents. These categories are not mutually
exclusive. For example, a person may be injured in a
moving motor vehicle accident which occurred while
the person was at home or at work. The accident class
“motor vehicle” includes “home-motor vehicle” and
“while at work-motor vehicle. ” Similarly, the classes
while at work and home include duplicated counts, e.g.,
motor vehicle-while at work is included under “while
at work. ”
Motor vehicle accident. —The class of accident is
“motor vehicle” if a motor vehicle was involved in any
way. Thus it is not restricted to moving motor vehicles
or to persons riding in motor vehicles. Amotor vehicle
is any mechanically or electrically powered device, not
operated on rails, upon which or by which any person
or property may be transported or drawn upon a land
highway. Any object, such as a trailer, coaster, sled,
or wagon, being towed by a motor vehicle is considered
a Part of the motor vehicle. Devices used solely for
moving persons or materials within the confines of a
building and its premises are not counted as motor
vehicles.
Moving motor vehicle accident.—The accident is
classified as “moving motor vehicle” if at least one of
the motor vehicles involved in the accident was moving
at the time of the accident. This category is subdivided
into “traffic” and “nontraffic.”
Moving motor vehicle traffic accident.—The acci-
dent is classified as “traffic” if it occurred on a public
highway. It is considered to have occurred on the high-
way if it occurred wholly on the highway, if it originated
on” the highway, if it terminated on the highway, or if it
involved a vehicle partially on the highway. A public
highway is the entire width between Mtndary lines of
every way or place of which any part is open to the use
of the public for the purposes of vehicular traffic as a
matter of right or custom.
Moving motor vehicle nontva~c accident. -The
accident is classified as “nontraffic” if it occurred en-
tirely in any place other than a public highway.
Nonmoving motor vehicle accident.-The accident
is classified as “nonmoving motor vehicle” if the motor
vehicle was not moving at the time of the accident.
Accident while at wovk. —The class of accident is
IIWhile at work!! if the injured per sOn Was 17 Years ‘f
age or over anti was at work at a job or business at
the ti”me the accident happened.
Borne accide?zt.-The class of accident is “home”
if the injury occurred either inside or outside the
house. “Outside the house” refers to the yard, build-
ings, and sidewalks on the property. “Home” includes.
not only the person’s own house but also any other
houses in which he might have been when he was in-
jured.
Other. —The class of accident is “other” if the
occurrence of injury cannot be classified in one or
more of the first three class-of-accident categories
(i.e., moving motor vehicle, while at work, or home),
This category therefore includes persons injured in
public places (e.g., tripping and falling in a store or
on a public sidewalk) and also nonaccidental injuries
such as homicidal and suicidal attempts. The survey
does not cover the military population, but current
disability of various types resulting from :prior injury
occurring while the person was in the Armed Forces
is covered and is included in this class. The class ,
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also includes mishaps for which the class of accident
could not be ascertained.
Terms Relating to Hospitalization
Hospiz2zl dischwge. —A hospital discharge is the
completion of any continuous period of stay of 1 night
or more in a hospital as an inpatient except the period
of stay of well newborn infants. A hospital discharge
is recorded whenever a present member of the house-
hold is reported to have been discharged from a hospi-
tal in the 12-month period prior to the interview week.
(Estimates were based on discharges which occurred
during the 6-month period prior to the interview.)
Hospital episode.—A hospital episode is any con-
tinuous period of stay of 1 night or more in a hospital
as an inpatient except the period of stay of a well
newborn infant. A hospital episode is recorded for a
family member whenever any part of his hospital
stay is included in the 12-month period prior to the
interview week.
HospiW. —For this survey a hospital is defined as
any institution meeting one of the following criteria:
(1) named in the listing of hospitals in the current Guide
Issue of Hospitals, the Journal of the American Hospital
Association; (2) named in the listing of hospitals in the
Directories of the American Osteopathic Hospital As-
sociation; or (3) named in the annual inventory of non-
Federal hospitals submitted by the States to the Health
Care Facilities Service, Health Services and Mental
Health Administration, in conjunction with the Hill-
Burton program.
Hospitil owne@tip.—Hospital ownership is a clas-
sification of hospitals according to the type of organi-
zation that controls and operates the hospital. The cate-
gory to which an individual hospital is assigned and the
definition of these categories follows the usage of the
American Hospital Association.
Tyfie of hospii$al sevvice.—Type of hospital serv-
ice is a classification of hospitals according to the
predominant type of cases for which they provide care.
The category to which an individual hospital is as-
signed and the definition of these categories follows
the usage of the American Hospital Association.
Shos-t-stuy hospital. —A short-stay hospital is one
in which the type of service provided by the hospital
is general; maternity; eye, ear, nose, and throat;
children’s; or osteopathic; or it may be the hospital
department of an institution.
Hospital duy.-A hospital day is a day on which a
person is confined to a hospital. The day is counted as
a hospital day only if the patient stays overnight. Thus
a patient who enters the hospital on Monday afternoon
and leaves Wednesday noon is considered to have had
2 hospital days.
Hos@d days during the year.-The number of
hospitaI days during the year is the total number for
all hospital episodes in the 12-month period prior to
the interview week. For the purposes of this estimate,
episodes overlapping the beginrdng or end of the 12-
month period are subdivided so that only those days
falling within the period are included.
Terms Relating to Dental Visits
Dental visit.—A dental visit is defined as any visit
to a dentist’s office for treatment or advice, including
services by a technician or hygienist acting under a
dentist’s supervision.
Intwrxzl since ilzst visit. —The interval since last
dental visit is the length of time prior to the week of
interview since a dentist or dental hygienist was last
visited for treatment or advice of any type.
Terms Relating to Physician Visits
Physician visit. —A physician visit is defined as
consultation with a physician, in person or by telephone,
for examination, diagnosis, treatment, or advice. The
visit is considered to be a physician visit if the service is
provided directly by the physician or by a nurse or
other person acting under a physician’s supervision.
For the purpose of this definition “physician” includes
doctors of medicine and osteopathic physicians. The
term “doctor” is used in the interview rather than
“physician” because of the need to keep to popukr
usage. However, the concept toward which all instruc-
tions are directed is that which is described here.
Physician visits for services provided on a mass
basis are not included in the tabulations. A service re-
ceived on a mass basis is defined as any service in-
volving only a single test (e.g., test for diabetes) or a
single procedure (e.g., smallpox vaccination) when this
single service was administered identically to all per-
sons who were at the place for this purpose. Hence
obtaining a chest X-ray in a tuberculosis chest X-ray
trailer is not included as a physician visit. However,
a special chest X-ray given in a physician’s office or
in an outpatient clinic is considered a physician visit.
Physician visits to hospital inpatients are not in-
cluded.
If a physician is called to a house to see more than
one person, the call is considered a separate physician
visit for each person about whom the physician was
consulted.
A physician visit is associated with the person
about whom the advice was sought, even if that person
did not actually see or consult the physician. For ex-
ample, if a mother consults a ~hysicisn about one of
her children, the physician visit is ascribed to the child.
Intawl since lhst physician visit.—The interval
since the last physician visit is the length of time prior
to the week of interview since a physician was last con-
sulted in person or by telephone for treatment or ad-
vice or any type whatever. A physician visit to a hos -
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pital inpatient may be counted as the last time a physi-
cian was seen.
Demographic Terms
Age.—The age recorded for each person is the age
at last birthday. Age is recorded in single years and
grouped in a variety of distributions depending on the
purpose of the table.
Currently employed. —Persons 17 years of age and
over who reported that at any time during the 2-week
period covered by the interview they either worked at,
or had a job or busin’ess are currently employed. Cur-
rent employment included paid w?rk as an employee
of someone else; self-employment in business, farming,
or professional practice; and unpaid work in a family
business or farm. Persons who were temporarily absent
from a job or business because of a temporary illness,
vacation, strike, or bad weather are considered as cur-
rently employed if they expected to work as soon as the
particular event causing the absence no longer existed.
Free-lance workers are considered as having a job
if they had a definite arrangement with one employer
or more to work for pay according to a weekly or
monthly schedule, either full time or part time.
Excluded from the currently employed are persons
who have no definite employment schedule but work
only when their services are needed. Also excluded
from the currently employed population are (1) per-
sons receiving revenue from an enterprise but not
participating in its operation, (2) persons doing house-
work or charity work for which they receive no pay,
(3) seasonal workers during the portion of the year
they were not working, and (4) persons who were not
working, even though having a job or business, but were
on layoff or looking for work.
The number of currently employed persons esti-
mated from the Health Interview Survey (HIS) will
differ from the estimates prepared from the Current
Population Survey (CPS) of the U.S. Bureau of the
Census for several reasons. In addition to sampling
variability they include three primary conceptual dif-
ferences, namely (1) HIS estimates are for persons
17 years of age and over; CPS estimates arrefor per-
sons 16 years of age and over. (2) HIS uses a 2-week
reference period, while CPS uses a 1-week reference
period. (3) HIS is a continuing survey with separate
samples taken weekly; CPS is a monthly sample taken
for the survey week which includes the 12th of the
month.
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APPENDIX 111. QUESTIONNAIRE AND FLASH CARDS
Questions on health insurance (Questions 31-33) were asked first and fourth quarters. Questions on X-ray visits (Questions 3944, Table 12) were
asked during semrrd and third quarters. The remaining questions were asked for all four quarters of 1970.
NOTICE - All hif.annadon which would permit Identlfkrslon of the lndlvldual will be held In strict cm fide”.., will be used only by
Person. enz.zed In and for the PurPo..s of the suwey. and WI I I not be disclosed or released to other. for any pumas. . .
BUDGET BURZAU NO. 66-R1600
APPROVAL EXP~ J24RCH 31, 1971
;::6MMg;s-1 (1970) 1.Psu 2tt. Segment 2b. Segment 3. Serial 4. Sample 5. R.O. 6. I.D. 7.
U..%DEPARTMENT OF COMMERCE number f+pe
number number code
■ ll”l Au or THX CXNS”’
AC TIN. AS CO LLCCTIN. AEZNT FoR THE
NTA TA
U.S. PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE BP B-
U.S, HEALTH INTERVIEW SURVEY
LSDP Book — of — Books
& Street address (House No., Street, Apt. No. or other identification) I Segment 9. Year built - If “’Ask” box is “X”d, ccinplete
1 List
------------------------------------------------
~Sheet -l_+Askz ‘his ‘tern b“~r”~~::i:k _,
! No._
------------------------------------------------l
Wlran was this strucfura originally built?




a Before 4-1-60 n After 4-14 Go to Q. 13., complete
Continue interview
:
ifrequired and end interview
O. What is your mailing address? D Same as 8 11. Special dwelling place name ~Type
------------------------------------------------ ~
t
------------------------------------------------ Description of sample unit I Sample unit number Type CIX
C@ \ State / ZIP code (Room No., Bed No., etc.) ~
1 I I
I
2. Type of living quarters-+
Footnotes
I ❑ Housing unit 20 Other unit
3. Aslc
n a. Am th.r. my o.scupi.d or vacant Iivi.g q.art.rs besides your own in this building?
------------ __-- I-- ffill Table XJ N------ ----------------------------------------
D b. Are thwa any occupitd or vacant living quarters bcsidts your own on this floor?
Y (fill Table X) N
____________________________________________________________________
l_J C. 1. tftcra any oth.r buildingon this pmp.rty for people to [iv. in - .ith.r occ.pi.d or want?
Y (fill Table X) N--------------------------------------------------------------------
~ d. None (item L)
m’m L ! 2 ❑ Rural (14) I ❑ All other (16)
c. During AI* past 12 months did ..1.. of crops, Iiv.stock, end
oth.r farm prodwt~ from NW ph.. amount to $50 or more?
2 Y (16) ● N (16)
d. Owing ffw post 12 m.xiahs did sales of crops, liwsfock, and
othar farm products frc+n tht placa amount to $250 er mem? 3Y SN
m
I
5. W%at typ. of hooting system & you havt? (Mark one type only)
01❑ Steam or hot water system
02 ❑ Central warm air furnace witi ducts to
individual rooms, or central heat pump
os ❑ Suilt-in electric units (permanently installed
in wal 1, cei I ing, or baseboard)
= ❑ circulating, radiatrt, or room heaters (not portable), WITHOUT fine
or vent, burning gas, oi 1, or kerosene
07 ❑ Fireplaces or stoves burninz coal, wood, or coke.
w ❑ pOrtable rtam heatars of any kind
09 ❑ Other (Describe)
04U Floor, wall, or pipCICSS fUrnaCC
05 ❑ Circulating, radiamt, or room heaters, WITH flue
or vent, burning gas, oi 1, or kerosene
10 ❑ None, unit is not heated
r. Do you have air cmditionlng?
t Y - individual room unit 2 Y - Central air conditioning SN





1. Non interview reason
TYPE A I TYPE B 1’ TYPE C
1 ❑ Refusal (Da#cr@a In ● footnote) 1 ❑ Vacant - nonseasonal 2 ❑ Vacmt- Samsctld 1 I_J Dmolishwl 20 In ssnwle by mlsmk.
Z ❑ No WI. .t home - repeated ..11. 3 ❑ U,”d mslde”ce elsewhere .s ❑ Ellmln.t.d In subsmnple
3 ❑ Te.npor.rl Iy absent 4 ❑ Armed Forces 4i3 ❑ uilt afmAIull 1, 1960
4 ❑ Odmr (Specify)
7
5 Q Other (Specify)
7
S ❑ Oth.r (Spacify)
7
I
?. Record of cal Is at household
1 corn. 2 Corn. 3 Om. 4 cm. 5
oat.
--------- ------------ -... ----------- ---- ----------- --. ----------- -. ---------
Entire Begfin”lnz
household Irma--------- ------------- —- ----—---— .— ---------- . --- ---- - ‘.
%ri~g
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la. What is the name of the head of this household? - Enter name In f}rst column.
h. What are the names of 011 other persons wfm live hem? - List all persons who live here. Yes* No
c. 1 have listed (Read names. ) Is there anyone else sfaying here now, such os friends, relatives, or memers? n D
d. Have I missed anyone who USUALLY live. here but is now away from hc+ne? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . U U
e. Doanyof the people inthis household have ahomeanywbereel se? . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ❑ ❑
If any adult males listed, ask: . &ply household mmbershlp rules.
f. Are any of the persons in this household now on full-time
active dufy with the Armed Forces of the United States?. . . . . . . . . . . Y+ cd(s). — (JJ.lew N
2. How is -- related to -- (Head of household)?
3. How old was -- on bis last birthday? - Enter Age and circle Race and Sex
1. Record the number of Doctor Visits and Hospitalizations.
c
2. Record each condition in tie person’s column, with the question number(s) where it was reported.
I Reference dams
I ‘-we”kPer’”d ‘ ‘
I Dmtlst and Doctor“1s11 probe
Ho.p!tal probe
X-ray probe
If 17 years old or over, ask
4. Is -- now married, widowed, divorced, sepamfed, (or never married)? - Mark one box for each person
This survey is being conducted to collect information on tbe Nation’s health. I will ask about vi sits to
doctors and dentists, illness i. the family, and other health related items. (HAND CAL EN DAR)
The nexf few questions refer to the past 2 weeks, the 2 weeks outlined in red on that cal endor,
beginning Monday, (date) , and ending this past Sunday, (date) .
50. During those 2 weeks, did -- $tay in bed because of any illness or iniury?
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. During that 2-week period, how many days did -- stay in bed all or most of the day?
------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. During those 2 weeks, how many days did illnets
or iniury keep -- from work? (For females): not counting WA around the house.-------------------------------------------------------------------------
d. During those 2 we=ks, how many days did illness or iniury keep -- from school?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
If BOTH bed days AND wok or school loss days, ask:
e. Dn how many of these -- day. lost from
{ ::~~o, } ‘id --




f. (NOT COUNTING thedafls)
)
lost fmm wotk )
lost fmm school
Were there any (other) days during the po!t 2 weeks th.t -- cwt Awn on the tbing$




g. (Again, not counting the day(s)
)
lost fmm work )
lost fmm school
During that p.riot how many days did he cut dawn for as much as a day?
If 1+ days In Q. S, ask 6, otherwise go to next person.
{1
stay in bed
60. What condition cau$ed -- fO
miss work during the past 2 w=ks?
miss school
cut down
-- —--- ——-----— —--- -- ——------ -----------------------------------------------------
{}
stay i“ bed
b. Did any ofber condition cause him h
















2. Rel atlo.ship AGE
3. H EAO




oDUndu 17 3DNw. mwrio
t ❑ t-larried 4 ❑ DKorced








b. _Days Under 6 (5o
---------------------
1_WL days (5.)c. 00 ❑ None (5f)--------------------
1
_SL days (50)





a“ 00 ❑ None
-- -------------.,----
t. 1 -f (5g)
2 N (6)
.- --------------------
0. — DaYS (6a)
000 None (6)







Eder cone~n6; In Item C
-.
50
7a. During the past 2 wnks, did anyone in the family,
(that is you, your --, tic.) go to o dentist? Y (7b and c) N (9)
H------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ------------------
b. Who was this? - Mark “’Dental visit,” box in person’s column.
H
7b. ❑ Dental vi sic
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------—----
c. During the past 2 weeks, did anyone else in the family go to o dentist? Y (Reask 7b and c) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- J-L-----------------
For each person with “’Dental visit,” aslc
d. Wing the pa-t 2 weeks, how many times did -- go to a dmti st? d. _No. of dental vi s[ts (NP)
If “Dental visit,” aslc
❑ Exam or .1.-1.;




‘ee’hed”nti’’%ra”y { ~~fi. 1 ‘ndtion’
---- -------------------
Y (8a) ❑ No ocher (EC;
b. Did -- b.
❑ No spec,fic (ivP)\-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- ---------------------i yefe?d tion VP
For each condition in 8a, ask
c. During the past 2 WAS was -- sick b=cause of his . . .? 1
0,
. . N 8.)
Do not ask for chi Idren I yr. o Id and under.
90. During the past 12 months, (that is, sine= (date) a year go,) about how many visits did -- make to a d~nti~i? 90. _N.mber of VIsits
(I”clud. the -- visits you oir.ady told me about.)
------------------------------------------------------------------------ --- -------------------
1 D2 week d-ml vis!c












). During the PA 2 W-ks (*e 2 weeks outlined in red on that Cglcndad how maw 10. ❑ None
times did -- see a medtc.1 doctor?
1
(NP)
_ Number of v, sit.
(Besides those visits)
la. During that 2-week period did anyono in th. family g. to a doctor’s office or
Y (llb and.)
clinic for shots, X-rays, tests, or cxaminatio”s? N (12]
--- ------------- -------
b. Who was this? - Mark ““Doctor wmt” box !n person’s column. lIb. ❑ Doctor visit
-.----. --------- ——----— ———-—--— ———————————-— —- ——————---------------- ——----------- --- ---- —--------------
Y (llb and c)
c. Anyone RI se? N (Zld)
If “Doctor vis!t,” ask:
--- ------------- ..-----
d. How many times did -- visit the doctor during that period? d. _ Number of vi SIc. (NP)
2a. During that period, did anyone in the family get any medical advice fmm Y (12b6ndc)
a doctor over ihe telephone? N (13)
---------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Whowasthephone call obaut?- Mark’”Phone call” box!nperson’ scolumn.
--- --------------------
12b. ❑ Ph.”. CBil------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- ---------------- . . -------
Y (12b.wd.)
c. Any calls about anyone else? N (12d>
--- -... -.. .--------- —-----
If ‘“Phone call,” ask:
d. Howmany telephone collswere madetogetmcAcal odvi.cobout --? d. _ Number of ..!!s (NP)
FIII Item C, (DR. VISITS), from Q.’s lo-1~ f~ ail pemons. .
‘ Ask Q. 13a foreach person w#thvis!ts In DR. VISIT box.
:;::;:y:~cl,d)
30. F.arwhat conditioned-- saeortalkta adoctor during thcpast2 weeks?
~3Q._ ---U_!L WMn_ .._----
b. Oid -_ seeor talk to a&.torak.wt any specific condition? b. Y N (NP)
--- -------------------
Entorcondlt, on in ikmG
c. What condition? c. ----- mdack f3d ---
-____ -____ ---_______ --_____ ---__ - —..-...._ . . . ..- —. --- —--------------------- —--- ----
d. During ihotpetiod, did-- se=ortalk ~a~c~ra~ut ofiyo~hercon~tion? d. Y (13cJ N (NP)
-- . ------ —----------- -
e. During the past 2 weeks was -- sick because of her pregnancy? c.. Y N (NP)
-- ------------------- -
{. Whotwasthemaiier? -Amything else? f. Entorcondlt{.a” :nft,.m C(NP
40. During the past 2 weeks did anyone in the family have any (other) accidents or iniurics? Y (14b, c) N (15)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -- -------------------------- -
b. Whowas+his? -Mark “Acc!dentor injury” box In person’s column. 14b. ❑ Ac.ldcnt or inlury_--____ -_-- _____ ----------- —--------- .-. --. . --- —------------------------------- -- ---------------- 7-- .
c. Didanyone else have any accidents oriniuries during that period? Y (14b, C) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -- -------------------- -
lf’’Accident or inJury, ” ask:
d. Asa result of the accident, did -- seeadoctor or did hc cut down on the things hcusuclly does? d. lY 2 N (NP)----------------------------------------------------------------------- -- ------------------ -.
e. What wostheiniury? 0. E“trxi”j”v In itmIC(NP)
5a. During thepast 12months, (that is, since date
~. ~~~~/~~~~;~nY times did -- Se.or+alk to.
150. OOOa Only tien Inn. cpltal
medical doctor? (Da not count doctors sec
(Include the -- visits you already told mo A-out.) _ N.rnberof vlzlts
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - -- ---------------------- .
b. ABOUT howlonghos it been si.ce-– last sawortalkcd toamedcaldo~or? b..-Jn.?Yf:Lss:~:LY:i:--.
23 Pam 2 weeks not
reported (Q.,. 10 a“dl
3 ❑ 2 week. -6 mondw
4 D over 6 - 12 month.
5 ❑ I yew
6D2-4YCLTS
7 D 5+ yc?r~
8 ❑ Never
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so. Now I’m going to read a list of conditions;
During the past 12 months, did anyone in the faint Iy (you, your -- , etc.) have any of thesa conditions -
If “Yes,” ask b and c
b. Who was this ? - Enter name of condition and letter of line where
reported in appropriate persons column(s) in item C.






Do not circle “Y’, and make no entryin item C for cold; flu; red, sore, or strep throa~
or “virus,, reported in answer to question 16.
Durin. the cast 12 months did anwne in tho fmnilv have . . * lr “V-- “ ‘-!: b and c,=., -K– .––
0. Tumor, cyst, or growth of ih.
throat, lm.ynx, or trach*m?
P. Any work.relatw! respiratory condition
such os dust on th. lungs?
silicesis or pneu.mo.co. m.o.sis?
Q. During the past 12 months did anYone in
the fami [y h.av. any othw respimtary,
lung, or pulmonary condition?
If ““Yes,>> ask: Who was this? - What
was the condition? (Enter in item C)
‘. Sinus trouble? Y
J. Tumor, cyst, or growth of the




;. Deflected or deviated nasal septum? IY
L *Tonsillitis or .nlargmment of the
tonsils or adenoids? IY N
M. Tuberculosis? Y N
N N. Abscess of the Iung? Y N~ *Laryngitis? Y
●lf repwted in question 16 only, ask
How many tinws did -- hav* . . . in th* post 12 month~? - If 2+, enter in item C.
If cnly I time, ash
How long did it last? - If I month or longer, enter in item C.
If less than I month, do not recmd.
If tonsils or adenoids removed during the past 12 months, enter in item C.
Do not circle ““~, and make no entry in item C for cold; flu; red, sore, or strep t@c
or “virus” reported in answer to question 16.
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17a. What WaS -- doing most of the past 12 months - (For males): working or doing something else? 17. 1❑ Working(22aJ
If “something else,” ask: (For females): koepi.g house, wocking or doing ~d
As;: b. What was -- doing?
2 ❑ Keeping house (226)
something e.!se?
If 45+ years and was not “working,” “keeping house,” or “going to school.” ask:
3 ❑ ReIl red, h..1 th (21)
c. Is -- retired? 4 ❑ Retired, other (21)
d. If “Retired,” ask: Did he retire because of his health?-------- 5 ❑ Gohg to school (24)_________________________________________________________________________
18.3. What was -- &i.g most of the past 12 months -
Ages
going to school or doing something else? 6 ❑ 17+ .mmethlngc1se (21)
6–16
If “something else,” ask 7 U6-16 somethingelse (23
b. What was -- doing?
-------- -------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------
Ages 0 ❑ I -5 yrs. (19)
under 6 0 ❑ Under I (20>
9a. Is -- able to take part at dl in ordinary play with other children? 190. Y 1 N (.36)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
b. Is he limited i. the kind of play he can do because of his health?
--------------------
b, 2 Y (26) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------
c. Is he limited in the amount of play because of his health? & 2 Y (26) N (2.5)
Oa. Is -- limited in any way because of his health? 20.. Y 5 N (NP)__________________________________________________________________ ----- --- -------------------
b. In what way is he limited? b. &
la. Does -- health now keep bim from working? &a2 1 Y (26) _N-_--------- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Is he limited in the kind of vmrk he could ab because of his health? b. z Y (26) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------
c. Is he limited in the mount of u.wrk he could & because of his health? 2 Y (26) N_______________________________________________________________ ------- . __c: -------------------
d. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other activities because of his health? d. 3 Y (26) N (25)
2u. Does -- now have a iob? 220. Y (22.)
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
N
b. In terms of health, is -- able tp (work - keep house) atall?
----------------------
b. Y 1 N (26)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------
c. Is he limited in the kind of (work - housework) he can do because of his health? c. 2 Y (26) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --
d. IS he limited in the amount of (work – homework) he can & because of his health?
-------------------
d. 2 Y ,(26) N
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -
Q..Is he limited in the kimd or amount of other activities because of his health?
--- -------------------
. . 3 Y (26) N (25)
3. ‘In terms of health would -- be obl e to go to school? 22. Y 1 N (26)
h. DO*S (would) -- have to go to a certain type of school becwse of his hwdth? 24.. 2 Y (26)------------------------------------------------------------------------------- ---
N
b. Is he (WOUI d he be) I imitcd in school attendance because of his health?
-------------- -------
b. 2 Y (26) N
----------------------------- -------------------------------------------------- - --- -------------------
c. Is he limited in the kind or amount of other activities because of his health? c. 3 Y (26) N (25)
50.1. -- limited in ANY WAY because of a disability or hwdth? 2s.. 4Y 5 N (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- - --- -------------------
h In what way is he limited? Record limitation, not condition b.
(
bean limited in --
I
000 ❑ Less than I month
& About how long has he bean unable to -- 26.
had to go to a certain type of school? l_Mos.
7a. What (other) condition causes thi x limitation?
2 ._Yrs.
27.. Enter condItf m in
If “old age” only, ask Is this limitation ca. ssd by any specific condition?
item C Mm’a,k b
❑ Old ag. ..!7 (NP)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------- --- -------------------





a a.td b)--- -------------------
If Z+ conditions reported in Q. 27a. ask:
❑ Only I condltlcm













~280. was -- a patf.nt in a hospital at any time since (date) 0 y*ar ago?
b. How many timas wax -- in o hospital sinct (date) a ywr ago?
29a. Was anyoin in the family iga;enursing home, convalescent hommor Y
similar plac* sine* a y*ar ago? N (30>
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Who was this? - Circle “Y” In person’s column.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
For each “’Y” circled, ask
c. During that period, how many times wos -- in a nursing hem. or similor plac.?
For each child I year old or under, ask:
30U. Whsn was -- born? If on or after the hospital reference date, ask 30b.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
b. Was -- born in o ho~pital?
If “Yes” and no hospitalizations entered in his and/or mother’s column, enter ‘“l,, in 28 and item C.
If “Yes” and a hospitalization is entered fw the mother and/or baby, ask 3& for each.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. IS this hospita Iization included in the numb*r you gav* m* for -- ?
If 4’N0,” correct entries in Q. 28 and item C fw mother and/cf baby.
R For persons 19 years old or over, shcw who responded ftx (or was present during the asking of) Q.’s 5-3o.If Rrsons responded fw self, show whether entirely w partly. For persons under 19 shcw who responded





b. — Tim% (h.CJ
. .
..- % ,..- “;....-- -— —---— ------
I29b. Y---------------------
T
c. — Times (Ttetnq





I ❑ Resp,-,ded fdr self-emlrely
2 ❑ Respxxhd for self+rtly





Person number Name of condition
When did -- last see or talk to . doctor about his . . .?
I ❑ In Interview I ❑ Past 2 wks. (Item C) 5n2-4yrs.
week (Reask 2) zu2wks. -6mos. 61g5+yrs.
an Over 6-12 mos. ~ ❑ Never
4alyr.
-------------------------------------------------
Examine “Name of conditnon” entry and mark
❑ Acc,dent or !nlury (4) ❑ On Card C
Ckeck item)
❑ Neither (3a)
If “Doctor not talked to, ” record adequate description of condition,
If “Doctor talked so,” ask
z. What did the doctor say it was? - Did he give it a medical name?
Do not ask for Cancer
b. What was !he cause of . . .?
m Accident or inj.ry ’(4).--------. --—---- ; ----------- —------------------- —-
If the entry In 3a or 3b includes the words:
Allmmm cyst Grc+wh rumor




Condit 10. Disorder Trowbl.
:. What kind of . . . is it?
-----------
For a Ilergy or stroke, ask
L How doos the al Ierg y (stroke) affect him?
-------------------------------------------------
For an impairment u any cd the followlng entries
Abscess Damage P.a<flly,tis
Ache (except h..dache) Growth Rupture
Bleeding Hmnc.rrhag. so,.




c.”.., N.urolg ia u 1.0,
cramps (.xce@ N..ri, ts Varle... v.i.s
menstrual) P.in W.mk
cyst P. I,y Weakness
B. What part of the body is affected?
Show the following detail:
Head . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . skull, ..+ b.=
B.ack/spin./vm-tebra. . . . . . . . upper, middle, lower
Eororeye . . . . . . . . . . . . . ..one or both
Arm. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ono or both; shoulder, upper,
elbow, lower, wrist, bond
Leg . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . one or both; hip, vppa, knee,
lower, mtkIe, foot
FILL QUESTIONS 4–9 FOR ALL ACCIDENTS OR INJURIES
a. Did the a.c ident happen during the past 2 years or before that time?
❑ During the past 2 years (4b) D Before 2 years (5.)
_________________________________________________
b. When did the accident happen?
❑ Last week ❑ 3–12 months
❑ Week before ❑ I -2 years
m 2 weeks-3 months
Ask fcr all accidents or injuries:
a. At the time of the accident what part of the body WITShurt?
What kind of iniury was it? Anything els=?
Pan(s) of body Kind of injury
l---------------i---------------"------------------
1
If accident happened more than 3 months ago, ask:
b. What part of the body is effected now?
How is his -- affected? IS he df=cted in anv other wav?
Part(s) of body Present effects
---------------- ---------------------------------
a. Was a car, truck, bus, -or other motor vehicle
involved in the accident i“ any way?
---------- __---_____ --------- ___: _T______:_N_:?L __
b. Was more than one vehicle involved? Y N
_________________________________________________
c. Was it (either one) moving at the time? lY 2N
Where did tbe accident happen?
I ❑ At home (Inside house)
z ❑ At home (adjacent premises)
3 ❑ Street and highway (includes roadway and public sidewalk)
4 ❑ Farm
5 H Industrial place (includes premises)
6 n School (includes premises)
7 ❑ Place of recreation and sports, except at school
s ❑ ~her (SpecVy)7
Was -- ❑t work at his iob or business when the accident h~ppened?
lY 3 m While in Armed Services
2N 4 ❑ Under 17 at time of accident
Ask f.w all accidents that happened dur!ng the past 2 weeks
except those involving moving motor vehicles.
We are ittterest.d in the obiects that caused both the accident and





NTERVIEWER ~ Not an eye cond. (11) U F,rst eye cOnd. (10)
;HECK ITEM lCIUnder 6 (11) ~ Not f,rsr eye ccind. (/1)
O. Can -- se-e well enough to read ordinary newspaper
print with glasses with his Jlcft\ eye? . . . . . . . . . IY ZN
~ right J . . . . . . . . . . . . !Yz N
1. During +hcpost 2weeks, did his... cause himtc. cutdowncm the
things heustmlly does?
IY 2 N (16a)
12. During that period, howmony days did he cut dovmfor as much osa day?
— Day S 00 =None (16a)
3. During that 2-week period, how m.ny days did his . . . k.=ep him in bed
all or most of the day?
_Dafs 00 ❑ None
4. A 81< if 17+ years:
How many days d,d his . . . keep him frnm work during that 2-week period
(For females): not counting wwk around the house?
_Days (16.4 00 m None (16a)—
5. .4A Lfi - 16 years:
How m.ny days did his . . . keep him from school duting that
2-week period?
_Days 00 ❑ None
60. When did -- first notice hi5 . . .?
(Was it d.ring the past 3 months or before that time?)
u Dur, ng 3 mos. a More than 3 m... ago (17)
--------—- .—.:--- ----------------------------------
b. D,d he first nottce B+during the past 2 weeks or befem that +tme?
3 D Past 2 weeks 4= More than 2 wks. ago (AA)
------------------------------------------------
c. Which week, last week or the we-k before?
f ~ Last week
2 m Week before
) (,4A,
7. Di;-- .first notice it during fhe past 12 months or before that time?
s Q3-. I2 months 6 nMore than 12 mos. ago
AA C.anti” ue if conditgon listed or reported in probe Q. 16
Otherwise, go to next condition.




U Doctor seen (19) ❑ Doctor not seen (18)
8. During the past 12 months what did -- do or *k* for his . . .? (Rite in)
Anything el SC? (25)
9. After -- first noticed some+hing was wm.g, about how long was it
before he talked to o doctor about it?
(Probm Was it a matter of days, weeks, or months?)
00 Dtscoverzd by doctor (21a) 4— Months
2_Days s_ Years
z _Weeks
!0. BEFORE -- talked to Q doctor about his . . . . did he & or toko
anything far it?
lY ZN
10. Does -- NOW take any medicine or trwtmant far his . . .?
lY 2 N (22)
b. Was any of this medicine or treatnwnt recommended by a doctor?
IY 2N
2. Hms he ever hod surgery for thi% condition?
!Y 2N
3. Was he ● wr hospitalized far *is condition?
lY 2N
4. During the post 12 months, about how may times has -- sem or
talked to a doctor about his . . .?
(DO not count visiis while a patient i.. hospital.)
_ T,mes 000 u None
5. About how many days &ring ih c past 12 months has this condition kapt
him in bed all or most of the day?
_ Day S 000 ❑ None
6a. How ohen do~s his . . . bothar him - all of ihe time, ol%n, once in a
while, or never?
I ❑ All the time z ❑ Often 3mOnce in awhile
o D Never (26c) 4 a Other (Specify)-------------------------------------------------
b. When it &es both- him, is he bother.d a great &d, some, or wry Iitifc?
t ❑ Grem deal 2 ~ Some 3DVeryliKie
4 n Other (Specify)_________________________________________________
❑ All the ttme m 26a (MC)
c. Does -- still have his . . .?
1 Y (NC) N
-------------------------------------------------
d. Is this condition compl*td y cured or is it w&r control?
2 a Cured /26e) 3 ❑ Und. cont. (NC)
4 a Other {Spccif) ) (NC)
-------------------------------------------------
● . About how long did -- have this condition bdore it was ctwcd?





You said that --was in the hospital (nursing home) during thepast yeor.
Make sure the YEAR is correct











Howm.ny nights was --i. the hospital (..rsing home)? 4. Nights
Complete question 5 from entries inquestions2and4; if not clear, ask the questions.
a. How many of these -- nights were during the past 12 months?
5.. — N Izht.
--------------------------------------------------------------------- --- .------------------------- .. ----,
s. How many of these -- nights were during the past 2 weeks? b. _Ni3hcs
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------------------
C. Was -- still in the hospital (nursing homm) last Sunday night for this hospitafizntion (stay)? . . Y N
Forwhat condition did --enter thehospital (nursing 6. mNormal delivery@> nNorm.latbirth <8;
home) -do you know the medical name? If medical name unknown, enter an adequate description. C.andltlo”
------------------ —------------
cause
Show CAUSE, KIN D, and ~ Fordelivery, a.k:
I }
-------------------------------
PART OF BOOY in same I Was this normal delivc~?
Kind




Wnsth*babynormol at birth? What was the matttr?
Part of body
Ask for all conditions EXCEPT deliveries and births.
W.s this the first time -- was hospitoliz.d for . . .? 7.
lY ZN
0. W.re any operations performed on -- during this stay at the hospitnl (nursing home)? 3.. Y o N (9)
-------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- -------------------------- ,-----
b. What wasthen.ame of the operation? b.
Ifname of operation is not known, describe what was done.




c. Any other operations during this stay? e.
NOTE: Iftheconditicm in Q.6 orB is in Q. 16. including ”’H” Or’’I”. or if I+nigh= in Q.sb. a condition Page is required.




DOCTOR VISIT (1) DOCTOR VISIT (2)
DOCTOR VISITS PAGE
1. Person number Person number
Earlier, you told me th.t -- had seen or talkad to a
doctor during the past 2 weeks.
[
7?77 ❑ Last week
[
77?7 ❑ Last week
OR
h. On what (oth*r) dates during that 2-week p.riod did -- 2a.
OR
8e.9Bn Week before 3ae-9D Week before
visit ortnlkto a doctor?
—— ——
Month Date Mmth
--------------------------------------- - --- ------------------------------ ------------------------------
DMe
b. Were there any other doctor visit. for him during that b. y @...kdW..d W Y @**k 2...db>
period? N (Aek34f.xeack visit) N (Aak3-3 for each visit)
1. Wlreredid hmsecthc doctor onthc(date), ataclirric, 3.
hospital, doctor’s afficm, or some other placm?
XO=Whlle l”wtlent Inhosp!ml @TOP) XOu Mlleln~tlenr lnh..piml (sTOP)
ol=Doct.ar.s .ffi..
[f Hospital: Was itthoout-patient .linic,
01 ❑ cwcws office
ortho ●mergancy rmm? 10 ❑ Teleph.me 10a Teleph.n.
If Clinic: Was ita hospital .wt-potient
20u H0sPiul tit-patient Clinic 2on H0sPlml Out-l+ ciem CNAc
clinic, a company clinic, or zoms other so ❑ Home
kind of clinic?
20 ❑ Home
uOHO=PI=I Emerznncy ROUII 40 DHosPIUI Emer;ency Room
=UcOm*ny~ !ndusvcllnl= 5Qn Ccmpanyc+ lnd.suy Clinic
6on Other ppeclfy) 7 60 ❑ Other r3PccifY) 7
1. Isth* doctora genwalpractitioner or a specialist? 4.
01 ❑ General pf..tklcmer 01 ❑ General pra.tklc+mr
❑ specialist - ❑ spE.l*ll*t_
Wha!ki.d of ’p..iolist is h.?
7’
What kind of SPCCi. hSf i’ ti?
7
b. Why did h*vicit (call) adoctoron (date)? S0.
Write in reason
________________________________________ ___ -
Mark appropriate box(es) I ❑ 01.:. c+ treatment (5.> I ❑ Dias. IX treatment (5.)
3= GmerrA checkup (5b> 30 Gane,alcheckup(5b>
2QPreot P.stn.ml care
}
2DR. c+ P..m.ml care






6 I-J Other 6 ❑ Other
---------------------------------------- --- ------------------------------ . -----------------------------
Y fEn&cmdition In 5.
N %,?
y et.r.md,fimi. 5=
b. Was this for any specific ccmdition?
.nd .Iw”ge to ‘tDiag. or
b.
●nd A“IP @ ,,D,,g. or
N f“;,
t,.. fm,“t , .) frestment..)
------------------------------------------ ---- ------------------------------ ----------------------------- .
Markbos mask: I_J Condition reputed in sa ❑ Ccmdttlm rapsrced I. 5s




These nextquestions are about health insurance. ❑ Und.65 vP)
IF 65 31a. ls --covered by fhatptwtofSocial Sec.rity Medicare which pays forhospitnl bills?
-------———---.---—.
OR OVER,
31.. lY 2N 9 DK
---------------------------------------------------------------------- ——_, ___________________ .
ASK: b. Is -- covered by that part of Medicare which pays for doctor’s bills,
that is, the Medicare pla. for which he or some agency must pay$4.00 a month? b. t Y (IVP) 2 N (NP) 9 OK
For each Ders On with “Di C’ lnO. 31a or b. ask:
32. May I please see --(and --) Social 3ecurity Medicare card(s) to determine
the type of coverage?
32.
I (Trafiscrik thelnformatton fr.mthe card mmarkthe '` Card notseen'' box.) I





So Card “m, . . .
We are interested in all kinds of health insurance plans except those which payonly fora.cidents.
(Not counting Medicare)
33a. isanyone inthefamily covered byhospitil ins.mn.e, that is, a health
insurance plan which pays any part of a hospital bill? Y (33b, c) N (33d)
b. Whotisthe .omeofih* plan? (Record in Table H.I.)
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
c. IS anyone in the family covered by any other hospital insurance plan? Y (33b, c) N (33d)
d.lsanyone inthefa”ily coveredb abeal+h i...mnce plan which pays any
[part afadoctor’s or.urgeon’s b, 1? Y N (ComP1efe T.able HJ.
for each PI.”)
.. Wbatisthe nam. of theplah? (Record in Table H.I.; complete Table HI, forea.h plan)
If 17 years old or over. ask:
34a. What is the highest grade or yeor -- attended in school?
b. Oid -- finish the -- grade (year)?
Ask for all males 17vears or over:
3%. Did -- .v. r serve in the Armed Forces of the United States?
----------------------------------------------------------------------------- _-
b. When did be ssrve? V,etnam Era(Aug. ’64 to present) . . .VN
Circle code indescending order of priority. Thus if Korean War (June ‘50– Jm. r55). . . . KW
person served ln Vietnam and in Korea, crcle VN. World War ll(Sept. ,40- July )47) . . .WWII
World War I (April ,17– Nov. 018). . . .WWI












College: I 2 3 4 s+
----------- --------
lY 2N
2Y I N (AIP)
-------------------
I VN 4 Wwl
2 KW 5 0s
3 Wwll 6 DK
60
DfJnd.65 (NP) ❑ Und.65 fNP) ❑ fJnd.65 fNP) ❑ lfnd.65 (NP) ❑ Und.65 (NPj
------------------- ------------------- ------- --- - ------
lY 2N 9 DK 31.. lY 2N s DK ,Y 2N 9 DK 31CI. !Y 2N 9 DK. lY 2N
------------------- ---- -------------------- ------------------ ---- ___________________ _ ------------
so







32. I ❑ Hospital
I
1 ❑ Hospital
2nt4udlcal (19P) 2CMndlcnl (NP) 2~h’rsdlcal fNP) 2 @Medlul fNP> 7. CMedlcal
I
fNP
s ❑ Card not s... 3 ❑ curd not seen 3 ❑ Card .ot see. 3 ❑ card not seen 31gcd not Sean
,
TABLE H.1. Wh,ch members of ,he f.amlly W.. ,his D.aes -- ~.y D.aes -- WY D... ,hls PI.. Does this ~!.m
.,. c mewed by (mm of ins.r..c. mly pmrt & o any part of a Par ❑.Y Pert P.Y any part I
PI.”)? plan hospital bill? surge..% bill? of a d..,..,, . deef.r% bill
.b!. ined
circle column nombers
bil I for office for .Wi.e vii
threugh . . visit. or h.,n. m hmm <.11s
Name of PI..
employer, calls? after . cermi.
““ion, 0, OCI. umt has
IS any... else ,. the fmnily pl..e of bee. paid by
covered under ,hiz policy? work? the fmnily?
(1) m (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
A 12345678910 Y N Y N Y
Y [Next PI..) y
N ~ N
B [2345678910 Y N Y N Y
y CJext plan)
N N. Y N
c 12345678910 Y N Y N Y
Y frbxt plan)
N N Y N
D
Y <Next plan>
12345678910 Y N Y N Y N N Y N
E
Y pext pr..)
12345678910 Y N Y N N Y N
D Und. l~NP)
❑ “nd:lp ,N”,❑ Und. I%IP)
o
❑ Und. 19NPJ ❑ Und. 1; (NPJ
00 ❑ None (35.) 00 ❑ None (35.) 00 ❑ None c35@ 00 n None (35.) @ D N..= (35.)
Elmn: 12345678 Elm: 1234567.s E km: 12345678 Elm: 12345678 E !mx 1234567$
Hlzh: 91011 12 Hllh: 91D II 12 Hixh: 91011 12 Hizh: 9101t 12 Hl,h: 91011 12
C.llew I 2 3 4 5+ 34.. COllw: i 2 34 s+ Colleze: I 23 4 5+
_ !S- --2!’X” QL”-? z------------------------ --- -------------------- -------------------
GII.;*: I 2 34 s
tY
-------------------
2N b. lY ZN lY 2N b. tY 2N lY ZN
2Y 1 N fNP) 330. ZY 1 N fNP) ZY 1 N fNP>
--------------------- --- --------------------
3%. 2Y 1 N (NP) 2Y f N (lvP)
--- ------------------- -------------- ____
b.
1 VN 4 WI 1 VN
b.
4 WI I VN 4 w} I VN 4 WI 1 VN 4 WYfl
2 KW Sos 2 KW 503 z KW SD3 2 KW S03 2KW SD3
















Ask for all persons 17 years old or over ❑ Und. 17 (NP)
16.. Did -- work at any time last week or the week before - (For females): nof counting work around the house? 36.. 1 Y (37.) 2 N
b. Evcn though -- did not work during th.se 2 weeks, does he have a iob or business? b. lY 2 M.— —-------------------------------- --- -------------------
. . w.. he looking for work or . . layoff from a iob?
lY 2 N (omit
c. 36d)--- ------------ .._---_-
d. Which - looking for work or on layoff from a lob?
1 ❑ Looking 3 u Both
d. 2 ❑ Layoff
f 8Tes” !n 36c
I Employer
Imly, questions Ask for all persons with a “Yes” in 36a, b, or c.
7a through 37d I 37.. Wbo does (did) -- work for?
[pply to this 37a.
,erson’s LAST
ull-timeclwl!an l ---------------------------------------------------------------------- ---- --------------------
ob. 1 b. What ki dn of businc.s or industry is this? ~ industry
,--_---_. _____________________________________________




/------ ---------------------------------------------------------------- --- ------ . . . . . . . . ..------
Fi II 37d from entrie. in 37a-37c; !f not clear, ask:
I
I d. Class of worker
I ❑ P.>t. pd. 4 u Own
d. 2 ❑ Gov.Fad. 5 ❑ Non-pd.
I 3 D Gov. oth. 6 ❑ Nev. wkd,
P/emse look at this curd - (Show Card 1) Group os ❑ O 07 ❑ H
IS. ‘Which of these income groups represents your total combined family income for the past 12 months - that 38.
000A 04DE 08DI
is yours, yaw --’s .+..? Include income from all sowc.s such as wages, salaries, social security or OIDB OSDF 09DJ
retirement benefits, help from relntives, rent from properfy, and so forth. OZDC c6DG 10DK
SMOKING PAGE
Person No. Complete Smoking Page foreochoerson 17+~earsofaae.
Now, I hav* a f.w questions about smoking:
1. Has-- smok.d at least 100cigarettes during his entire life?
lY 2 N (11) 9 DK
2. Does --smoke cigarettes now?
, Y (5) 2N 9 DK
3. Howl.ngh.s it bdcnsince --smoked cignreites fairly :ag.l.rly?
_ No. of completed years (4,9) 9en Never smoked regularly(n)
99 ❑ DK (8) ooTJ Under I year (8)
4. For years l-10 ask: Which ofth*se statements (Hand Card S) were
reasons --d.cidcd tostopsmoking cigarettes? Please give me the
numbwof any statement thot applies. Circle number.
12345678910111213 @PEcif7+
Any othar reason?
Ifmwethan onecircled, ask Whatwas the main reason --decid*d
to stop smoking cigorctt.s?
Enter the number of the main reason (9)
5. Onth*av*ragc, abo.thow many cigareM.s .daydoes--smokr?
—No. per day 99 DK
6. What sizccigarcttc dims --usually smoke: regulnr size, king size,
or ●xtra long?
I ❑ Regular 2U King Size 3 D Extra long guDK
7. Dots -- usuolly smoke filt*r or nonfilt.r cigar*tt. s?
t n Filter 2 ❑ Nonfilter goD<
8. On the av.rag., about how many cig.r.ttcs n day was --
smoking 12 months ago?
_fko. per day se ❑ Did not smoke 990DK
9. Duringthe p.riod wh.n -- was smokingih. most, about how many
cigarmttcs a day did he usually smok*?
_No. fmr day 99 DK
(t. About how old waz -- whsn h- first *tart*d smoking cigar-tie-
fairly r.gulorly? 9s ❑ Never smoked regularly
_Age started smoking 99 ❑ DK
‘“ Respondent fu Q’s. 1-22
INTERVIEWER
CHECK ITEM
I @ Responded fff self-entirely
z m Responded fw se If-partly Person _was resp.
11. Has -- smoked at I*ast 50 ciqars during his ●ntir* life?
lY z N (17) g DK
12. Does -- smoke cigars now?
lY 2 N (14) g DK (14)
13. About how many cigars a &y does -- usually smokt?
1[ less than I per day:
—No. per day (15) 9s ❑ 3 to 6 per week (15)
ss ❑ DK (15) 97 ❑ Less than 3 per week
14. About how long has it b... since -- smoked 3 or more cigars a week?
_ No. of completed years (I 7)
I
00 D Under I year ~16)
97 ❑ Never .moked 3 or more psr week (17) 99 ❑ Don’t know
15. What size cigars does -- usually smoke: full. sized cignrs, tbe small
cigars sometim. s eal led .igari IIos, or th. very sm. II cigars ~bo.i th.
size of a cigar*tt*?
I ❑ Full-sized 3 ❑ Cigarette size
2 ❑ Cigarillos sODK
16. Tw.lvr months ago, about how many cigars a day did -- usually smoke?
Ifless than I per day:
—No. per day 96 ❑ 3 to 6 per week
97 D Less than 3 per week
99 ❑ DK se D Did not smoke
17. Has -- smoked at lemst 3 packages of pip* tobacco during hi. ●niire lib;
!Y 2 N (22) 9 DK
18. Does -- smoke a pip* now?
lY 2 N (?0) 9 DK (2’0)
19. About how many pip*fuls of tobacco n day do*s -- usuaIly smok*?
—No. per day {21) If [e>s than 1 p.. da>:
9s @ 3 to 6 pr week (27)
SSD DK (21) 97 D Less than 3 per week
20. About how long has it be*II sioce -- smoked 3 or more pip*fuls a w**k?
_No. of completed years (22) 00 ❑ Under 1 year
97 ❑ Never smoked 3 or more per week (22) 990DK
21. Twelv* months ago, about how many pi~f.ls o day did -- usually mrmk.?
If less than i per dav:
_No. per day 96 ~1 3 to 6 per week
97 n Less than 3 pm week
99 n OK se U Dm not smoke
22. DO*S -- pr*sently US* any ether form of tobacco, such as
snuff or ch*wing tobacco?
1 ❑ snuff ● ~ Other
z ❑ Chew! ng tobacco sDDK
3mN0 FL1l [ntcr;wwcr Check Item
63
Exposure ,. all k,nds of X.,oys IS a matter c.+pa,,iculor 1.,.,.s, +. the Public Health S.,.l ... and
I hove some qt,es, ions .abou, X-my. end fluo,o. copas.
39.. Did anyone in the family ha.. his teeth X-myc.d d.ri.g !ho past 3 months, thot IS from (date) through last Sunday?
Y
b. Who was ?hi,? Mark ,rDental>, in pe.rscm,.s column
N (40)
c. Anyone else?
400. During the psi 3 months did anyone !. the family ha.- a chest X-ray? Y N (41)
h. Who we< this? Mark ,’chest$$ m pe,.wan% column . . Anyone else?
41.. Did -- La.- ❑ny (other) kind of X-r.y at .s[1 during the post 3 months? If ‘, Yes,,C ash
b, What port of the body was X-rayed? ,%n,e, p.zrt of bcdy ,. ~e,.,an,. .O,um
c.. Did -- h.ve any .a$hor X-r Oy durlns tho past 3 months?
$2.. Did - - have o flue.roseope during thm post 3 months? If ,( Yes,., ask:
b. What port of the body “.S it for? Enter Part of body ,. person,, column
c. Did _ - ho,. o.). other fluoroscope during ,he pas? 3 month,?
d3a. During thos. 3 month., dld anyone !. the family have any X-my. for *he TREATMENT of . =o.ditlon? Y N (43d,44
b. Who was ?his? Mark ‘<Treatment,, in pereaz,e column c. Anyone .1 se?
d. Wha, pa,+ of tha body was ,,e.atad? Enrer ,m,t of body In person,. corm
For each person whh X-rays ,fl.oros copes, or treatment I. 39-43, ask
i4. What is --, s heiaht and wai.ah,?
T.ble R - FILL ONE LINE FOR EACH “PART OF BOOY” ENTRY FROM QUE























Where did he hove the X.rq.s token - @ a
dent!st-s office m some other place?
For X-rays other than dental, a.slc
Where did he hove ,he X.,q, taken - a, a
do.,.,,. office, o hospital, or some other place?
(If #,Some other place> ‘s detmrme Place.)
If more than one Place El,en, ask
for each place:
How many X-rays were taken at fhe (hospital,
doctor,. office, .tc.)?
(.)
D Den,,,,, c,ff,ca. Times
m Doctor-s ~fflc, ,.., Times
nHosPltal., ..,...,, —Times
❑ Other (Specify) ,..,. —Times
m Oentist,s office, ,... Times
n Doctor.. off,.. ,, ,,, Tknes
DH0,F4,.1,.., ,,. ,. Thnes,
0 Other fspeclfyj ,.. ,. Times
n Dent,.,,. office, ., Times
n ❑0.,.,,s off,., ,,.. Times
nHos@a,.., . . . . . . Times
n Other (Specify) Tlrnes
rloNs 39-43
39b. n Oental n Other (Specif~
Part of body





b. Part of body
62., Y N @VP)
c.
b. Part of body
13b. n Treatment









For X-rays taken at hosp,tals, clinics, or similar places,
,ere ~,, ,he,e ALSD enter the name of the doctor who rook the X-rays.
For X-rays taken at mobile ..Ns, enter::-, mys token
t the s.mme ‘8Mobile unit,, . . name 11.c, location of unit at time
!ientist’s office, of X-ray on address line; and name and address of
odor, s .ffi . . . sponsoring organ lzatlon and date of X-ray !. f.aocnoce.. .,..,,
Verify name and address In telephone dlr.sctory.
Check “Verlfl. cd,, box. If unable to ver[fy, gIVe reason (n




















D Verified Telephone No.
—,
Ask after completing ible R for a related persons with x-rays,
15. May we contact the (, ,,.,, den,l s hospital, etc. ) you ht,v.a mentioned fo r,b,.ain odditlonal lnf.xrnoNon about ghe X-,.7,? D Signed
-1
n Rcsyd @nfer
(Present form for signature) WIN p. please sign thl. form?
64
~ Dental m Other (specify) 39b.
*
Part of body
Y N @p) 41.,
. .
Part of bcd b.
Y N VP) 42.,
c.
m Dental m Other @pocffy
Part of bcdy





rable R - C..i;...d




w’ state ZIP code




~ V.,ifl,d Telephone No.
lame and tide
,ddr.s.
w’ state ZIP .&e
~V.rlfl.d T.ledw.e No.
= ik”td n Other fsp.ifY) 3% m Demal a tier fspecify) m Demal n other (.Spcify,
Part of body Part of b+ Part of be+
m Chest n Other (%ecify) 4C4. D Chest n Other f+scrfy> D Chest m Other (specify,
Part of body Part of body Part of bc+




b. Part of bcdy Parr of bc+
42., Y N @Jp) Y N @’p)
c.
Part of b+ b. Part of b+ Pert of b+.
❑ Treatment 43b . m Treatment n Treatment
Part of b+’ d. Part of body Part of body
Helghc We Ight (Lbs.j He Ight Weight (Lbs.) Height WeiZht (L&.)
zeet I“che. Feet In.hes Feet I“&es
44.
DO NOT ASK FOR DENTAL ;
What was this X-ray f- - a

















bk fw each per..” with 2 or more lines 1.
rable R after .1[ X-rays have be.. recorded
lor a persc.% DO NOT Include dental
(-rays i. number of .1s11s.
Not counting hi. d..!.! X-my.)
Jltog.!h.r h. had -- X-my. d.ri.g *h. past
! mcaths. How mo.y s.par.t. ,isiis did h.





Cond, ttons reported for which questions 3a-3e





















Hemorrhoids or pi Ies
CAf?D S
Which of the following were reasons you decided
to stop smoking cigarettes?
1. Wanted to prove to myself that I could stop
smoking cigarettes.
2. Had an I IIness which I thought would be made
worse by smoking cigarettes.
3. Although unaware of having any i! Iness, I
thought that to cont!nue to smoke cigarettes
would damage my health.
4. Thought that cigarette smoking was too expensive.
5. Concerned about the smel I of smoke on my breath
and clothing.
6. Doctor suggested that I stop smoking cigarettes,
7. Doctor said I had to stop smoking cigarettes.
8. A relative or friend urged me to stop smoking
cigarettes,
9. Concerned about the stains on teeth and fingers
caused by cigarette smoking.
10. Wanted to set a good example for others.
I 1. TV, radio, newspaper and magazine warnings
about the dangers of c!garette smoking.
12. Found cigarette smoking no longer enjoyable.



























$1,000-$ L999 ......... GroupB I
$2,000-$ 2,999.. .. . .. ., GroupC ,-‘:::NE---”
$3,000-$3,999 ......... Groupl2 /
$4,000-$4,999 ......... GroupE ~
1
$5,000-$5,999 ......... GroupF ~
$6,000-$6,999 ......... GroupG ~







J U. a. GOVERNMENT PRINTING OFFICE :1973 543-879/19
VITAL AND HEALTH STATISTICS PUBLICATION SERIES
Series 1. Programs and collection procedures. — Reports which describe the general programs of the National
Center for Health Statistics and its offices and divisions, data collection methods used, detitions,
and other material necessary for understanding the data.
Series 2. Daikz evaluation and methods veseavch. —Studies of new statistical methodology including exper-
imental tests of new survey methods, studies of vital statistics collection methods, new analytical
techniques, objective evaluations of reliability of collected data, contributions to statistical theory.
Sem”es 3. Analytical stzuiies.-Reports presenting analytical or interpretive studies basedon vital and health
statistics, carrying the analysis further than the es~ository types of reports in the other series.
Series 4. Documents and committee reports.— Final reports of major committees concerned with vital and
health statistics, and documents such as recommended model vital registration laws and revised
birth and death certificates.
S?ries 10. Data jrom the Health Interview Survev. —Statistics on illness, accidental injuries, disability, use
of hospital, medical, dental, and other services, and other health-related topics, based on data
collected in a continuing national household interview survey.
Swies 11. Data j.rom the Health Examination .%vvey. —Data from direct examination, testing, and measure-
ment of national samples of the civilian, noninstitutional population provide the basis for two types
of reports: (1) estimates of the medically defined prevalence of specific diseases in the United
States and the distributions of the population with respect to physical, physiological, and psycho-
logical characteristics; and (2) analysis of relationships among the various measurements without
reference to an explicit finite universe of persons.
Sw-es 12. Data from the Institutional Population Surveys —Statistics relating to the health characteristics of
persons in institutions, and their medical, nursing, and personal care received, based on national
samples of establishments providing these services and samples of the residenta or patients.
Sm”es 13. Data from the Hospital Discharge Survey. —Statistics relating to discharged patients in short-stay
hospitals, based on a sample of patient records in a national sample of hospitals.
Series 14. Data on health resowrces: manpower and facilities. —Statistics on the numbers, geographic distri-
bution, and characteristics of health resources including physicians, dentists, nurses, other health
occupations, hospitals, nursing homes, and outpatient facilities.
Series 20. Data on movtMity.-Vsrious statistics on mortality other than as included in regular annual or
mon~y reports—special analyses by cause of death, age, and other demographic variables, also
geographic and time series analyses.
Sin-es 21. Data on natulity, marriage, and dizwrce. —Various statistics on natality, marriage, and divorce
other than as included in regular annual or monthly reports+pecisl analyses by demographic
variables, also geographic and time series analyses, studies of fertility.
Series 22. Data from the National Natality and Movtality Surveys.— Statistics on characteristics of births
and deaths not available from the vital records, based on sample surveys stemming from these
records, including such topics as mortality by socioeconomic class, hospital experience in the
last year of life, medical care during pregnancy, health insurance coverage, etc.

